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The new version of article 2428 requires firms to provide a description of the following
main topics:

Firms’ disclosure compliance
with
IASB’s Management Commentary framework:
1. regulatory and economic environments in which the firm or its subsidiaries operate;
2. review of operations;an empirical investigation( )
*

revenues and capital expenditures;
research and development activities;
RICCARDO MACCHIONI – Prof. GIUSEPPE SANNINO (**)
inter-firmProf.
relationships;
GIANLUCA
GINESTI
– Dott.
CARLO
DRAGO
the number and Dott.
nominal
value of both
own shares
and parent
firms
ones;
the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shares of subsidiaries firms bought or
transferred in the fiscal year;
ABSTRACT:
(FIRMS’ DISCLOSURE
COMPLIANCE
S MANAGEMENT
COMMENTARY FRAMEWORK: AN
8. the significant
events occurring
after theWITH
fiscal IASB’
year-end
closing;
EMPIRICAL INVESTIGATION). The continuous demand for enhanced financial reporting has highlighted the decline of the
9.
corporate
governance
usefulness
of traditional
financialstructure;
statements in satisfying the informational needs and requirements of users. Despite there being
10.
instruments;
severalfinancial
points of view,
many proposals revolve around the increase of narrative disclosure accompanying financial statements. It is
apparent
regulatory
attention
11.
the that
list the
of the
sub-offices
of regarding
the firm;narrative reporting has mainly focused on the Management Commentary (MC)
report. As a result, the accounting standard setters have promoted different approaches to improve the comparability and usefulness
12.
information;
of theoutlook
MC among
the firms. In December 2010, the IASB completed the project on the MC disclosure framework, through the
publishing
of a non-binding
IFRS practice
statement (IFRSps).
13.
financial
and non-financial
performance
indicators;
The aim
of this
is to analyze the information conveyed by the MC report for a sample of firms listed on the Italian Stock
14.
risks
andstudy
uncertainties;
Exchange at the end of 2010. More specifically, we investigate the determinants affecting the extent of firms disclosure compliance
15.
environment
employee
information
with the
IASB’s MCand
voluntary
guidelines,
reported in. the IFRSps, soon after its implementation. To the best of our knowledge,
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

this is the first empirical study which examines the explanatory factors affecting the extent of voluntary disclosure convergence in
relation to IFRSps, with reference to Italy.
Despite
the above mentioned initiatives, Italian preparers still have discretion to choose
To analyze the informational content of each MC report, we create an index of disclosure compliance using a self-constructed
the amount
and on
thethetype
ofMC
information
report
in the between
MC. Therefore,
in thecompliance
absence
checklist designed
IASB’s
guidelines. To to
assess
the relationship
the index of disclosure
andofthe
firm characteristics,
we useprocedures,
a regression model.
detailed
compilation
the information content of the Italian MC can be considprevious accounting
studies,
our results
suggest and
that firm
size and
ownership diffusion are positively related to the
eredConsistent
mostly with
voluntary
(QUAGLI
, 2004;
GIUNTA
PISANI
, 2006).
extent of disclosure compliance with IASB’s MC guidelines. On the other hand, the leverage and profitability were found to be
However,
information
is required
from
by compliance
the Italian
unrelated to theadditional
index of disclosure
compliance. The
results also show
thatlisted
the levelfirms,
of disclosure
to theSecurities
IASB’s MC
and guidance
Exchange
For39%.
example,
statement
6064293
has fora reis low,Commission
ranging from 10%(CONSOB).
to 76%, averaging
This means
that despite nr.
the continued
demand
better
comparability
in financialinreporting
practices,
in Italy a large number of firms do not seem to converge towards a single set of
quirement
to include
the MC
report:
for bothfinancial
the narrative
and numerical-financial
standards
reclassified
statements
adopted to disclosure.
evaluate a firm’s performance;

 the description of atypical or unusual operations generated over the years;
 information related to “alternative performance indicators” (for example, EBIT, EBITDA, Net
1. Introduction
Financial position, CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures.

thetolast
decades,
the financial
reporting
model
been
debated.
InOver
2009,
improve
comparability
among
Italian
firms,has
thelong
Italian
Institute
of Academics
Accountand
accounting
policymakers
have
emphasized
the
importance
of
financial
reporting
quaants (Consiglio Nazionale Dottori Commercialisti ed Esperti Contabili – CNDCEC) issued
lity,
especially
after
several
corporate
scandals
(D
ONOHER
et
al.,
2007),
in
ensuring
effia voluntary guidance to support the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance provides
ciency
and
transparency
in
capital
markets
(D
IAMOND
and
V
ERRECCHIA
,
1991;
H
EALY
and
several recommendations and indications, especially relating to the new set of disclosure
P
ALEPU
,
2001;
V
ERRECCHIA
,
2001;
ASB,
2009;
CICA,
2009).
The
continuous
request
for
which is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
improved
corporate
disclosure
has
highlighted
the
decline
of
the
usefulness
of
traditional
In December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
financial statements
investors’
information
needs stems
(LEV and
AROWIN
, 1999;
non-binding
IFRSps. in
Thesatisfying
issuing of
the IASB’s
MC guidelines
fromZthe
aim to
improve comparability across all firms which apply IAS/IFRS principles, thereby enhancing
____________
the
usefulness of financial reporting. Thus, since the fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
could
thearesame
standards
for narrative
reporting
authors
gratefulset
for of
helpful
comments received
from anonymous
referees. as well as financial statements.
(*) Theuse
Following
andamong
the all
project
IASB
definedSannino,
MC in
Although
this study comments
is the joint resultreceived
of the discussion
authors, team’s
paragraphsdiscussions,
1 and 6 are developed
by Giuseppe
paragraph as:
2 is developed by Riccardo Macchioni, paragraphs 3 and 4 are developed by Gianluca Ginesti and paragraph 5 is developed
IFRSps
by Carlo
Drago.
“…narrative
report that provides a context within which to interpret the financial position, financial
(**) Correponding author: tel+390823274043 - fax: +390823274042. Email: giuseppe.sannino@unina2.it
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performance
and2001).
cash flows
of an there
entity. being
It also several
provides points
management
with an
opportunity
to explain
its
R
OBB et al.,
Despite
of view,
many
proposals
revolve
objectives
and
its
strategies
for
achieving
those
objectives.
Users
routinely
use
the
type
of
information
provided
around the narrative disclosures accompanying financial statements (BEATTIE et al., 2008).
in management
commentaryfrom
to helpboth
them academics
evaluate an entity’s
prospects
and2004;
its general
risks,-DasAVIES
well asand
the
Recommendations
(BEATTIE
et al.,
MERKL
success
of
management’s
strategies
for
achieving
its
stated
objectives
narrative
document,
included
in
annual
BRENNAN, 2007; BERETTA and BOZZOLAN, 2008) and accounting-professional policymareport(ICAEW,
and integrated
withIASB,
financial2010;
statements,
whose
aim have
is to present
management’s
view on theanstratekers
1999;
CICA,
2009)
placedthepressure
on asserting
ingies
of
the
company,
the
financial
condition
and
the
financial
performance.”
(IASB,
IFRSps
p. 5).
crease of narrative disclosures provided in the financial reporting.
provides
an informative
framework
the preparers,
can be divided
SThe
HI YIFRSps
UN SEAH
and TARC
(2006) outline
that the for
narrative
sections that
of financial
reportin
two
main
sections:
ing, such as the management commentary (MC), are all becoming an important tool to ena principles,
users and qualitative
characteristics
of MC;
ble firms
to communicate
with investors
in capital
markets.

the
information
content
of
the
MC.
MERKL-DAVIES and BRENNAN (2007) point out that the corporate narrative documents
provide the opportunity to reduce the information asymmetries between managers and
The principles
shareholders
by presenting more detailed explanations.
The
MC disclosure
required
be in line with
the following
principles:
B
EATTIE
et al. (2004is and
2008)toemphasize
the role
of narrative
disclosure in achieving

to
provide
the
management’s
view
of
the
entity’s
performance,
position
and
progress; and
the desired step-change in the quality of corporate reporting.

to
supplement
and
complement
information
presented
in
the
financial
statements.
LI (2010) observes that the narrative information appears to be relevant for understanding the numerical financial data and for assessing corporate decision-making.
Accordingaccounting
to these principles,
the MC
include:
Globally,
policymakers
andshould
securities
regulators have taken into account in

forward-looking
information;
their working agendas, narrative disclosure as being a relevant topic.
 many
information
with the they
qualitative
Conceptual
for FinanIn
statements,
have characteristics
emphasizeddescribed
the roleinofthethe
MC as Framework
being an important
cial
Reporting.
component of attaining a high quality of financial reporting.
The USA Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) states:
Despite
opinions,most
theimportant
IASB has
also solved
thecommunicating
problem relating
to MC
“We
believedifferent
that management's
responsibilities
include
with investors
in
placement,
establishing
that
this
report
is
within
the
boundaries
of
financial
reporting
and,
a clear and straightforward manner. MD&A is a critical component of that communication. The Commistherefore,
usersthrough
and qualitative
characteristics
by the
aim of
the new
concepsion
has longitssought
its rules, enforcement
actions are
and driven
interpretive
processes
to elicit
MD&A
that
tual
framework
for
financial
reporting.
not only meets technical disclosure requirements but generally is informative and transparent” (SEC, guidance).Users
According
to Institute
the Conceptual
Framework
for Financial
the main users of
The
Canadian
of Chartered
Accountants
(CICA) Reporting,
points out that:
MC“It
arehas
actual
and
potential
investors,
lenders
and
creditors.
long been recognized that financial statements alone are not sufficient to communicate overall peQualitative
characteristics
rformance
of an entity.
Senior management, boards of directors and investors now turn to a broad array of
To
be
aligned
with
the aims
of Conceptual
the disinformation in order to
explain
and evaluate
the overallFramework
performance for
and Financial
prospects ofReporting,
an organization.
In
closure
provided
in
the
MC
should
possess
the
fundamental
qualitative
characteristics
of
particular, Management’s Discussion and Analysis (MD&A) has become a core element of the communirelevance
and
faithful
representation
and
enhancing
characteristics,
such
as
comparability,
verifiabilcation package for external reporting purposes” (CICA 2009, MD&A guidance, p. 7).
ity, timeliness
and understandability.
In its recent
IFRS practice statement (IFRSps) on MC, the International Accounting
Content
of the
MC recognized the usefulness of the report being a tool used by firms
Standards Board
(IASB)
IFRSps
does
not
requirewith
a detailed
scheme
or content
forobserves:
the MC, but indicate the main
to facilitate communication
investors.
Indeed,
the IASB
reporting
sections
which
a
functional
management
report
should
include.of their communication
“For many entities, management commentary is already an important element
The
five
key
reporting
sections
as
indicated
in
IFRSps
are
reported
table 1.(IASB,
with the capital markets, supplementing as well as complementing the financialin the
statements”
IFRSps, p. 5).
Table
IFRSps
reporting
Our1 -study
investigates
thesections
information content conveyed through MC reporting by Italian firms.
A.
The nature of the business
We
the determinants
the extent
of disclosure
B. focused on
Management’s
objectives and of
its strategies
for meeting
those objectivescompliance with the IASB’s
MC voluntary
guidelines
in the
IFRSps.
C.
The entity’sreported
most significant
resources,
risks and relationships
On
ofresults
IASB’s
MC and
guidelines,
we developed a self-constructed disclosure
D. the basisThe
of operations
prospects
checklist.
The
checklist
applied
to
a
sample
ofthat
65management
non-financial
firmsthelisted
the ItaThe criticalwas
performance
measures
and
indicators
uses to evaluate
entity’son
performance
E.
againstatstated
lian Stock Exchange
theobjectives
end of 2010. To assess the determinants of the extent of voluntary disclosure compliance, we adopted a regression analysis.
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The
version
article
requires
firms to
provide
description
of the following
Thenew
decision
to of
focus
on 2428
the MC
disclosures
takes
placea for
several reasons.
First, the
main
topics:
narrative disclosure is viewed as a relevant area for accounting research to test different
economic hypothesis (Li, 2010). Second, the release of IFRSps represents a very useful op1. regulatory
and economic
environments
in which choices
the firm ortowards
its subsidiaries
portunity
to investigate
the firm’s
convergence
a singleoperate;
set of international
2. review
operations;reporting. Finally, the lack of Italian detailed requirements for prestandards
forofnarrative
paring
the MCand
report
appears
to be of interest in understanding the impact of the imple3. revenues
capital
expenditures;
mentation
of IASB’s
MC guidelines
4. research
and development
activities;with reference to Italy.
main findings
indicate that firm size and ownership diffusion are positively related
5.Ourinter-firm
relationships;
to the
extent
of
voluntary
disclosure
compliance
with
6. the number and nominal
value of both
own shares
andIFRSps.
parent firms ones;
Our
study
contributes
to
the
previous
empirical
an investigation
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as wellliterature
as shares through
of subsidiaries
firms bought orof
the narrative
disclosure
reported
in
the
MC
section
of
financial
reporting.
To
the best of
transferred in the fiscal year;
our knowledge, this is the first empirical study that examines the explanatory factors affect8. the significant events occurring after the fiscal year-end closing;
ing the extent of voluntary disclosure convergence to IASB’s MC guidelines with reference
9. corporate governance structure;
to Italy.
10.
Thefinancial
resultsinstruments;
of our study may also be of interest to accounting policymakers and securi11.
the
list of the
sub-offices
of the firm; the firm’s disclosure practices and to improve the
ties regulators,
in order
to understand
12.
outlook
information;
transparency of financial reporting.
13.
and non-financial
performance
indicators;
Thefinancial
remainder
of this paper
is organized
as follows: the next section analyses the regu14. background
risks and uncertainties;
latory
for preparing MC in Italy. Section 3 reviews the existing literature and
develops
the hypotheses.
Section
4 describes
the research design and methodology. Section
15. environment
and employee
information
.
5 presents the results and section 6 provides the conclusions of the study.
Despite the above mentioned initiatives, Italian preparers still have discretion to choose
the amount and the type of information to report in the MC. Therefore, in the absence of
2. Regulatory
background
detailed
compilation
procedures, the information content of the Italian MC can be considered mostly voluntary (QUAGLI, 2004; GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
In Italy the
financialinformation
reporting model
is mainly
by law
andSecurities
PARKER,
However,
additional
is required
fromaffected
listed firms,
by (N
theOBES
Italian
2010).
Thus,
the
national
accounting
standard
setter
(Organismo
Italiano
di
Contabilità
and Exchange Commission (CONSOB). For example, statement nr. 6064293 has a re-–
OIC) releases
accounting
standards
quirement
to include
in the MC
report:in compliance with law requirements and/or recommendations
(S
ANNINO
,
1999).
 reclassified financial statements adopted to evaluate a firm’s performance;
the last few
years, or
there
haveoperations
been crucial
changes
inyears;
the Italian financial reporting
Over
the description
of atypical
unusual
generated
over the
model
due
to
the
innovations,
global
competition
and
in
the
adoption
of several
European
 information related to “alternative performance indicators” (for example, EBIT,
EBITDA,
Net
Directives
and
Regulations
(P
OTITO
and
T
ARTAGLIA
-P
OLCINI
2010;
M
ACCHIONI
Financial position, CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures., 2010).
Notably, since 2005, all firms listed on the Italian Stock Exchange have been required to
prepare
theirtoconsolidated
financial statements
in accordance
IAS/IFRS
In 2009,
improve comparability
among Italian
firms, thewith
Italian
Instituteprinciples.
of AccountOn
the
other
hand,
article
2428
of
the
Civil
Code
requires
all
firms,
both listed
and
ants (Consiglio Nazionale Dottori Commercialisti ed Esperti Contabili – CNDCEC)
issued
unlisted,
to
prepare
the
MC
called
Relazione
sulla
Gestione,
as
a
part
of
their
financial
reporta voluntary guidance to support the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance provides
ing. recommendations and indications, especially relating to the new set of disclosure
several
that
the MC is
a narrative
and supplementary report, whose purpose is
whichAcademics
is requiredagree
by the
European
Directive
n. 51/2003.
to assist
users
in
better
assessing
of
the
firm’s
performance
and through
prospectsthe
(Bagnoli
and VeIn December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC,
publishing
of
dovato,
2004;
Bruni,
2007;
Viganò,
2008;
Caldarelli,
2010).
non-binding IFRSps. The issuing of the IASB’s MC guidelines stems from the aim to im2428 of the
CivilallCode
beenapply
modified
by different
European
Directives
(DiproveArticle
comparability
across
firmshas
which
IAS/IFRS
principles,
thereby
enhancing
rective
n.
660/1978,
Directive
n.
349/1983
and
Directive
n.
51/2003).
The
European
Dithe usefulness of financial reporting. Thus, since the fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
rective
n.
51/2003
adopted
in
Italy
through
the
legislative
decree
32/2007
has
extended
could use the same set of standards for narrative reporting as well as financial statements. the
content
of MC,
requiringreceived
a new range
of information,
risks, financial
non-financial
Following
comments
and the
project team’si.e.discussions,
IASBand
defined
MC in
performance
indicators
and
the
disclosure
on
the
environment
and
employees.
The new
IFRSps as:
disclosure
requirements
become
effective
all to
firms
sincethe
fiscal
year position,
2008. financial
“…narrative
report thathave
provides
a context
within for
which
interpret
financial
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performance
andversion
cash flows
of an entity.
also provides
an opportunity
to following
explain its
The new
of article
2428 It
requires
firms management
to provide with
a description
of the
objectives
and
its
strategies
for
achieving
those
objectives.
Users
routinely
use
the
type
of
information
provided
main topics:
in management commentary to help them evaluate an entity’s prospects and its general risks, as well as the
success
management’s
strategiesenvironments
for achieving in
its which
statedthe
objectives
document,
included in annual
1. ofregulatory
and economic
firm ornarrative
its subsidiaries
operate;
report and integrated with financial statements, whose aim is to present the management’s view on the strate2. review of operations;
gies of the company, the financial condition and the financial performance.” (IASB, IFRSps p. 5).
3.
capital expenditures;
Therevenues
IFRSpsand
provides
an informative framework for the preparers, that can be divided
4.
research
and
development
activities;
in two main sections:
5.
inter-firm
relationships;
 principles, users and qualitative characteristics of MC;
6.
theinformation
number andcontent
nominal
value
of both own shares and parent firms ones;
 the
of the
MC.
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shares of subsidiaries firms bought or
in the fiscal year;
Thetransferred
principles
Thethe
MC
disclosure
is required
to betheinfiscal
line year-end
with theclosing;
following principles:
8.
significant
events
occurring after
 tocorporate
provide the
management’s
view of the entity’s performance, position and progress; and
9.
governance
structure;
 tofinancial
supplement
and complement information presented in the financial statements.
10.
instruments;
11. the list of the sub-offices of the firm;
According
to these principles, the MC should include:
12.
outlook information;

forward-looking
information; performance indicators;
13. financial and non-financial
 information with the qualitative characteristics described in the Conceptual Framework for Finan14. risks and uncertainties;
cial Reporting.
15. environment and employee information.
Despite different opinions, the IASB has also solved the problem relating to MC
Despite establishing
the above mentioned
initiatives,
Italian
still of
have
discretion
to choose
placement,
that this report
is within
thepreparers
boundaries
financial
reporting
and,
the
amount
and
the
type
of
information
to
report
in
the
MC.
Therefore,
in
the
absence
of
therefore, its users and qualitative characteristics are driven by the aim of the new concepdetailed
compilation
procedures,
the
information
content
of
the
Italian
MC
can
be
considetual framework for financial reporting.
red mostly
Users voluntary (QUAGLI, 2004; GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
However,
information
is requiredfor
from
listed firms,
by thethe
Italian
Accordingadditional
to the Conceptual
Framework
Financial
Reporting,
mainSecurities
users of
and
Exchange
Commission
(CONSOB).
For
example,
statement
nr.
6064293
has a reMC are actual and potential investors, lenders and creditors.
quirement
to include
in the MC report:
Qualitative
characteristics
Toreclassified
financial
statements
to evaluate
a firm’s performance;
be aligned with the
aims ofadopted
Conceptual
Framework
for Financial Reporting, the dis
the
description
of
atypical
or
unusual
operations
generated
over the years;
closure provided in the MC should possess the fundamental
qualitative characteristics of
 information
to “alternative
performance characteristics,
indicators” (for example,
EBITDA,
Net
relevance
and faithfulrelated
representation
and enhancing
such asEBIT,
comparability,
verifiabilFinancial
position,
CAPEX),
which
are
different
from
the
traditional
performance
measures.
ity, timeliness and understandability.
Content of the MC
In
2009,does
to improve
comparability
firms,for
thethe
Italian
of AccountIFRSps
not require
a detailed among
schemeItalian
or content
MC, Institute
but indicate
the main
ants
(Consiglio
Nazionale
Dottori
Commercialisti
ed
Esperti
Contabili
–
CNDCEC)
issued
reporting sections which a functional management report should include.
a voluntary
guidance
to
support
the
directors
in
preparing
their
MC.
The
guidance
provides
The five key reporting sections as indicated in IFRSps are reported in the table 1.
several recommendations and indications, especially relating to the new set of disclosure
which
is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
Table 1 - IFRSps reporting sections
In December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
A.
The nature
the businessof the IASB’s MC guidelines stems from the aim to imnon-binding
IFRSps.
Theof issuing
Management’s
and its
strategies
for meeting
those objectives
proveB.comparability
across objectives
all firms
which
apply
IAS/IFRS
principles, thereby enhancing
C.
entity’s most
significant resources,
and the
relationships
the usefulness
of The
financial
reporting.
Thus,risks
since
fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
Theset
results
operations and
prospects
couldD.use the same
of ofstandards
for
narrative reporting as well as financial statements.
The critical performance measures and indicators that management uses to evaluate the entity’s performance
Following
comments
received
and
the
project team’s discussions, IASB defined MC in
E.
against stated objectives
IFRSps as:
“…narrative report that provides a context within which to interpret the financial position, financial
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The newand
version
of article
firms to
provide awith
description
of thetofollowing
performance
cash flows
of an 2428
entity.requires
It also provides
management
an opportunity
explain its
main
topics:
objectives and its strategies for achieving those objectives. Users routinely use the type of information provided
in management commentary to help them evaluate an entity’s prospects and its general risks, as well as the
1. ofregulatory
and economic
firm or its
subsidiaries
operate;
success
management’s
strategiesenvironments
for achievinginitswhich
statedtheobjectives
narrative
document,
included in annual
2. and
review
of operations;
report
integrated
with financial statements, whose aim is to present the management’s view on the strategies3.of therevenues
company,
financial
condition and the financial performance.” (IASB, IFRSps p. 5).
andthecapital
expenditures;
IFRSps
an activities;
informative framework for the preparers, that can be divided
4.Theresearch
andprovides
development
in two
main sections:
5. inter-firm
relationships;
principles,
qualitative
of MC;
6. the
numberusers
and and
nominal
value ofcharacteristics
both own shares
and parent firms ones;

the
information
content
of
the
MC.
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shares of subsidiaries firms bought or
transferred in the fiscal year;
The principles
8. the significant events occurring after the fiscal year-end closing;
The MC disclosure is required to be in line with the following principles:
9. corporate
structure;
to providegovernance
the management’s
view of the entity’s performance, position and progress; and
10.
financial
instruments;
 to supplement and complement information presented in the financial statements.
11. the list of the sub-offices of the firm;
12.
outlook information;
According
to these principles, the MC should include:
13.
and non-financial
 financial
forward-looking
information;performance indicators;
14.
and uncertainties;
 risks
information
with the qualitative characteristics described in the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting.
15. environment
and employee information.
Despitethe
different
opinions, initiatives,
the IASB Italian
has also
solved still
thehave
problem
relating
to MC
Despite
above mentioned
preparers
discretion
to choose
placement,
establishing
that
this
report
is
within
the
boundaries
of
financial
reporting
the amount and the type of information to report in the MC. Therefore, in the absenceand,
of
therefore,
its users and
qualitative
are driven
by Italian
the aimMC
of can
the new
concedetailed
compilation
procedures,
thecharacteristics
information content
of the
be considptualmostly
framework
for financial
ered
voluntary
(QUAGLIreporting.
, 2004; GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
Users
However, additional information is required from listed firms, by the Italian Securities
According Commission
to the Conceptual
Framework
for Financial
Reporting,
the mainhasusers
and Exchange
(CONSOB).
For example,
statement
nr. 6064293
a re-of
MC
are
actual
and
potential
investors,
lenders
and
creditors.
quirement to include in the MC report:
characteristics
Qualitative
reclassified financial
statements adopted to evaluate a firm’s performance;
To
be
aligned
the aims
of Conceptual
Framework
foryears;
Financial Reporting, the dis the description with
of atypical
or unusual
operations generated
over the
closure
provided
in
the
MC
should
possess
the
fundamental
qualitative
 information related to “alternative performance indicators” (for example,
EBIT,characteristics
EBITDA, Netof
relevance
and
faithful
representation
and
enhancing
characteristics,
such
as
comparability,
Financial position, CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures.verifiability, timeliness and understandability.
the MCcomparability among Italian firms, the Italian Institute of AccountInContent
2009, toofimprove
IFRSps
does
not require
a detailed
scheme ored
content
forContabili
the MC, –but
indicate the
main
ants (Consiglio Nazionale
Dottori
Commercialisti
Esperti
CNDCEC)
issued
reporting
sections
which
a
functional
management
report
should
include.
a voluntary guidance to support the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance provides
Therecommendations
five key reportingand
sections
as indicated
in IFRSps
areto
reported
in the
1.
several
indications,
especially
relating
the new
set table
of disclosure
which is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
In December
IASBsections
completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
Table
1 - IFRSps2010,
reporting
non-binding
IFRSps.
The
issuing
of the IASB’s MC guidelines stems from the aim to imA.
The nature of the business
prove B.comparability
across
all
firms
apply
IAS/IFRS
principles, thereby enhancing
Management’s objectives andwhich
its strategies
for meeting
those objectives
the usefulness
of financial
reporting.
Thus, since
fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
C.
The entity’s most
significant resources,
risks andthe
relationships
could D.
use the sameThe
setresults
of standards
forprospects
narrative reporting as well as financial statements.
of operations and
Following comments
theandproject
discussions,
IASB
MC in
The criticalreceived
performance and
measures
indicatorsteam’s
that management
uses to evaluate
the defined
entity’s performance
E.
against stated objectives
IFRSps
as:
“…narrative report that provides a context within which to interpret the financial position, financial
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performance
and cash flows
an entity. It also provides management with an opportunity to explain its
3.
Prior research
andofhypotheses
objectives and its strategies for achieving those objectives. Users routinely use the type of information provided
in management commentary to help them evaluate an entity’s prospects and its general risks, as well as the
In academic literature, narrative corporate disclosure has been investigated in various
success of management’s strategies for achieving its stated objectives narrative document, included in annual
ways. However, at last three different approaches can be identified: i) the natural language
report and integrated with financial statements, whose aim is to present the management’s view on the strateprocessing approach (DAVIS and TAMA-SWEET, 2012; LEAVY et al., 2011); ii) modification
gies of the company, the financial condition and the financial performance.” (IASB, IFRSps p. 5).
disclosure score based on algorithm (BROWN and TUCKER, 2011); and iii) disclosure indeces
The IFRSps provides an informative framework for the preparers, that can be divided
and content analysis (BEATTIE et al., 2004; PRENCIPE, 2004; SHI YUN SEAH and TARC,
in two main sections:
2006; BERETTA and BOZZOLAN, 2004 and 2008).
 principles, users and qualitative characteristics of MC;
 the information content of the MC.
The natural language processing approach
Over the last few years, the natural language processing approach has become highly
Theinprinciples
popular
accounting research. Recent studies have examined the readability aspects (deThe MCand
disclosure
required
to be inofline
with thereports
following
terminants
effects inis capital
markets)
corporate
andprinciples:
the managers’ choice of

to
provide
the
management’s
view
of
the
entity’s
performance,
position
and progress; and
optimistic or pessimistic language (tone).
to supplement and complement information presented in the financial statements.
LEAVY
et al. (2011), using the Fog index, analyzed the effect of the readability of 10-K
filing of a large sample of firms on the behavior of sell-side financial analysts. They found
According to these principles, the MC should include:
that analysts exert greater effort to cover firms with less readable communication. In addi forward-looking information;
tion, they found that the less readable 10-K reports are more informative to investors, but
 information with the qualitative characteristics described in the Conceptual Framework for Finanat the same time are associated to greater dispersion, lower accuracy, and higher levels of
cial Reporting.
uncertainty in analyst earnings forecasts.
On the other hand, DAVIS and TAMA-SWEET (2012) analyzed the managers’ language
Despite different opinions, the IASB has also solved the problem relating to MC
tone used in earnings press releases and in the MC report, for a large sample of firms beplacement, establishing that this report is within the boundaries of financial reporting and,
tween 1998 and 2003. Their main results provide evidence that managers use lower levels
therefore, its users and qualitative characteristics are driven by the aim of the new concepof pessimistic language and higher levels of optimistic language in earnings press releases
tual framework for financial reporting.
rather than to the MC report.
Users
According to the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the main users of
Modification disclosure score
MC are actual and potential investors, lenders and creditors.
Taking a different approach, BROWN and TUCKER (2011) introduced to accounting liQualitative characteristics
terature, a methodology to measure year-over-year changes in narrative reporting. They apTo be aligned with the aims of Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the displied to a large sample of firms, a tool of disclosure modification score based on an algoclosure provided in the MC should possess the fundamental qualitative characteristics of
rithm used by internet search engines to examine similarities between documents. The rerelevance and faithful representation and enhancing characteristics, such as comparability, verifiabilsults indicate that firms with larger economic changes modify the MC disclosures more
ity, timeliness and understandability.
than the firms with smaller economic changes. In addition, they found that the MC discloContent of the MC
sures score is not associated to the analyst earnings forecast revisions.
IFRSps does not require a detailed scheme or content for the MC, but indicate the main
reporting sections which a functional management report should include.
Disclosure indeces and content analysis
The five key reporting sections as indicated in IFRSps are reported in the table 1.
A large number of studies have examined the determinants and the consequences of
narrative disclosure provided by the firms, using the disclosure indeces and content analysis
Table
1 - IFRSps
reporting
(K
RIPPENDORF
, 1980;
HOOKSsections
and MOON, 1993; BERETTA and BOZZOLAN, 2004; BEATTIE
et al.,A.
2004; KOTARI
et
al.,
2009).
The nature of the business
Consistent
with
this strand
of literature,
our
paperthose
aims
to investigate the factors affectB.
Management’s
objectives
and its strategies
for meeting
objectives
ing Italian
firms in
the voluntary
disclosure
compliance with IASB’s MC frameC.
Theextending
entity’s most significant
resources, risks
and relationships
The results of operations and prospects
work.D.
The critical performance
measures and indicators
that management
uses to is
evaluate
the entity’s
InE.academic literature,
the construction
of disclosure
indeces
viewed
as aperformance
way that
against statedtoobjectives
can assist the researchers
measure the extent (or amount) of disclosure provided in firms
annual report documents (MARSTON and SHRIVES, 1991). The selection of items to be in-
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The in
new
article 2428
requires
to provide
description
of on
thethe
following
cluded
theversion
index isofgenerally
guided
by thefirms
creation
of the achecklist
based
mandamain
topics:
tory requirements or voluntary guidelines relating to financial reporting content (BEATTIE et
al., 2004). To identify the items to be included in the index, researchers have used a content
1. regulatory
andespecially
economic environments
in which the
firm or its subsidiaries operate;
analysis
technique,
to analyze narrative
information.
2.Two
review
of operations;
kinds
of disclosure indeces, i.e. weighted and unweighted, have been widely used
in accounting
3. revenues studies.
and capital expenditures;
weighted
disclosure activities;
index uses a different weight for every item (or group of
4.Theresearch
and development
items),
which isrelationships;
representative of the relative importance of each of them (MEEK et al.,
5. inter-firm
1995;
INGHVI
and
ESAI, 1971;
1975;
BOTOSAN
, 1997).
6. Sthe
number
andDnominal
valueBofUZBY
both,own
shares
and parent
firms ones;
The
unweighted
disclosure
index
considers
all
items
the same
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shareshaving
of subsidiaries
firms relevance
bought or
(COOKE
,
1989
and
1992;
W
ALLACE et al., 1994) and its score indicates the percentage of
transferred in the fiscal year;
their presence in the examined documents.
8. the significant events occurring after the fiscal year-end closing;
The relationship between the extent of corporate disclosure, measured by a disclosure
9. and
corporate
structure;
index,
firm governance
characteristics,
has been investigated in many empirical accounting studies.
10.
financial
instruments;
COOKE (1989), using a disclosure index, analyzed the extent of disclosure provided in
the list
of the sub-offices
of the firm;
the11.
annual
reports
of 90 Swedish
firms, listed and unlisted. He found a significant associa12.
outlook
information;
tion between the firm’s size and the extent of corporate disclosure.
13.
financial et
andal.non-financial
performance
WALLACE
(1994) examined
the indicators;
characteristics of the firm that were likely to ex14.the
risks
and uncertainties;
plain
“comprehensiveness”
of the financial disclosure in the annual reports for a sample
of 50
firms.
authors
analyzed
15. Spanish
environment
andThe
employee
information
. the corporate disclosure by an index of 16 mandatory disclosure items. The findings provide evidence that the disclosure index, firm size
andDespite
the listing
found initiatives,
to be significantly
associated.
the status,
above were
mentioned
Italian preparers
still have discretion to choose
P
RENCIPE
(2004),
using
two
different
disclosure
indeces,
investigatedinthe
the amount and the type of information to report in the
MC. Therefore,
thesegment
absence disof
closure
of
64
firms
listed
on
the
Italian
Stock
Exchange
at
the
end
of
1997.
Theconsidresults
detailed compilation procedures, the information content of the Italian MC can be
provide
evidence
that(Qthe
correspondence
the , segments
ered
mostly
voluntary
UAGLI
, 2004; GIUNTAbetween
and PISANI
2006). and legally identifiable
sub-groups
of
firms
and
the
listing
status
age
were
noteworthy
in by
relation
to theSecurities
extent of
However, additional information is required from listed firms,
the Italian
segment
disclosure.
and Exchange Commission (CONSOB). For example, statement nr. 6064293 has a reSeveraltoother
characteristics
of the firm are pointed out in literature, such as profitabiquirement
include
in the MC report:
lity, leverage
and
ownership
structure,
the reasons for which firms inreclassified financial statements adopted in
to order
evaluatetoa explain
firm’s performance;
crease
the
amount
of
disclosure
(M
C
K
INNON
and
D
ALIMUNTHE
 the description of atypical or unusual operations generated over the years; , 1993; RAFFOURNIER,
1995;
AHMED and
COURTIS
, 1999;performance
HANNIFFA
and COOKE
, 2002;EBIT,
AJIKYA
et al., 2005;
 information
related
to “alternative
indicators”
(for example,
EBITDA,
Net
GARCIA
-M
ECA
and
S
ANCHEZ
-B
ALLESTA
,
2010;
F
ITO
et
al.,
2012).
Financial position, CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures.
Within the set of studies on narrative disclosure, during the last decades, researchers
have
their efforts
on investigating
MC report.
In increased
2009, to improve
comparability
amongthe
Italian
firms, the Italian Institute of AccountH
OOKS
and
M
OON
(1993)
analyzed
the
disclosure
compliance
MC provided
by a
ants (Consiglio Nazionale Dottori Commercialisti ed Esperti
Contabiliof– CNDCEC)
issued
sample
of
USA
firms
with
SEC’s
rules.
They
developed
a
list
of
60
items
based
on
the
SEC
a voluntary guidance to support the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance provides
regulation
to analyze the and
compliance
of MC
with post-FRR
requirements.
several
recommendations
indications,
especially
relating to36
thedisclosure
new set of
disclosure
They
found
that
firms
appear
to
have
responded
to
the
FRR
36
issue
by
increasing
their
which is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
disclosure.
In December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
BARRONIFRSps.
et al. (1999)
theIASB’s
relationships
between stems
properties
analysts’
non-binding
The investigated
issuing of the
MC guidelines
fromofthe
aim to earnimings
forecasts
and
MD&A
quality.
The
quality
of
MC
was
measured
by
the
level
of compliprove comparability across all firms which apply IAS/IFRS principles, thereby enhancing
ance
with theofSEC’s
MC reporting.
standards.Thus,
They since
foundthe
that
highyear
MD&A
are adopters,
associated
the
usefulness
financial
fiscal
2010, ratings
IAS/IFRS
with
less
error
and
less
dispersion
in
analysts’
earnings
forecasts.
could use the same set of standards for narrative reporting as well as financial statements.
COLE andcomments
JONES (2004)
analyzed
of several
MC disclosures
usingMC
a samFollowing
received
and the
the usefulness
project team’s
discussions,
IASB defined
in
ple
of
160
firms
in
the
retail
industry
for
1996
to
1999.
They
found
that
the
information
on
IFRSps as:
revenue
changes
(i.e.
comparable
store
sales
growth,
store
openings,
and
store
closings
and
“…narrative report that provides a context within which to interpret the financial position, financial
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performance
and expenditures
cash flows of anplanned
entity. Itstore
also provides
management
withexpenditures)
an opportunity have
to explain
its
future
capital
openings
and capital
an exobjectives
and
its
strategies
for
achieving
those
objectives.
Users
routinely
use
the
type
of
information
provided
planatory power in predicting future revenues and future earnings and also contemporanein management
commentary
helpinformation
them evaluatecontained
an entity’s in
prospects
andstatements.
its general risks, as well as the
ous
stock returns
beyondtothe
financial
success
of
management’s
strategies
for
achieving
its
stated
objectives
narrative
document,
included
in annual
HOLDER-WEBB (2007) developed a new tool for evaluating the
qualitative
information
report
and
integrated
with
financial
statements,
whose
aim
is
to
present
the
management’s
view
on
contained in the MC section. The tool yields a quantitative measure of disclosure the
thatstratecan
gies
of
the
company,
the
financial
condition
and
the
financial
performance.”
(IASB,
IFRSps
p.
5).
be used in a variety of empirical or experimental research, including as a dependent or inThe IFRSps
provides
an informative
dependent
variable
in regression
analysis. framework for the preparers, that can be divided
in two
main
sections:
Despite the large amount of international studies, few empirical researches have been
 principles,
users and the
qualitative
characteristics
of MC;
developed
for analyzing
narrative
sections of
financial reporting with reference to Italy.

the
information
content
of
the
MC.
Some of these provide interesting results.
BERETTA and BOZZOLAN (2004), using an adjusted quantity index that incorporates
The principles
richness
of information content, investigated the risk disclosure provided in the MC redisclosure is required
to beon
in the
line Italian
with theStock
following
principles:
portsThe
of MC
all non-financial
firms listed
Exchange
at the end of 2001.

to
provide
the
management’s
view
of
the
entity’s
performance,
position
and
The main findings suggested that the index of risk disclosure quantityprogress;
is not and
affected either
 to
and complement information presented in the financial statements.
by size
orsupplement
industry type.
BERETTA and BOZZOLAN (2008) analyzed the impact of forward-looking information,
According
to these
principles,
therevision
MC should
include:earnings forecasts for a sample of
during
the period
1999-2001,
in the
of analyst’s

forward-looking
information;
85 non-financial firms listed on the Italian Stock Exchange at the end of 2001. The findings
 information
with the
the qualitative
characteristics
in thea positive
Conceptualassociation
Frameworkwith
for Finanprovide
evidence that
measure of
disclosuredescribed
quality has
accucial
Reporting.
racy, and a negative association with the dispersion of financial analysts’ earnings forecasts
rather than merely a simple index of disclosure quantity.
opinions,
IASB
has also
solved
the problemexamined
relating the
to MC
SDespite
ILVI anddifferent
BARTOLINI
(2011),the
using
a content
analysis
methodology,
displacement,
establishing
that
this
report
is
within
the
boundaries
of
financial
reporting
closure of key performance indicators provided in MC reports for a sample of 111 firmsand,
of
therefore,European
its users and
qualitative
are driven
by thenumber
aim of of
thefirms
new concepdifferent
countries.
Thecharacteristics
findings suggest
that a large
did not
tual framework
for financial
reporting.
disclose
an effective
and balanced
picture of the drivers that will lead their future performUsers
ance.
According to the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the main users of
MCThis
are actual
potentialthe
investors,
lenders and
creditors.
studyand
examines
information
content
of MC in order to identify the firm charaQualitative
characteristics
cteristics affecting the extent of voluntary disclosure compliance with IFRSps. Consistent
aligned empirical
with the aims
of Conceptual
Financial
Reporting,
the and
diswithTo
thebeprevious
studies,
we believe Framework
that the firmfor
size,
leverage,
profitability
closure
provided
in
the
MC
should
possess
the
fundamental
qualitative
characteristics
of
ownership structure are the most common explanatory factors of the extent of voluntary
relevance
and
faithful
representation
and
enhancing
characteristics,
such
as
comparability,
verifiabildisclosure compliance. Thus, we developed the following hypotheses.
ity, timeliness and understandability.
Content
MC popular independent variable used in empirical studies to explain
Size.
Sizeofis the
the most
IFRSps
does
not
require
a detailed
or (S
content
for, 1981;
the MC,
but indicate
the1994;
main
the extent of disclosure
provided
by scheme
the firms
CHIPPER
WALLACE
et al.,
reporting
sections
which
a
functional
management
report
should
include.
ROBB et al., 2001; PRENCIPE, 2004). SINGHVI and DESAI (1971) identified three main reafive keythe
reporting
sections
indicated
in IFRSps
are reported
in thefirms
tablecompared
1.
sonsThe
to explain
influence
of sizeason
corporate
disclosure.
Firstly, large
to small ones, can better afford the expenses relating to the external reporting of detailed
Table 1 - IFRSps
reporting
information.
Secondly,
large sections
firms are motivated to provide more information in order to
obtainA.benefits inThe
securities
market
nature of the business and an easier access to external financing. Thirdly, small
firmsB.are likely toManagement’s
provide less
information
to for
avoid
of their competitive advantage.
objectives
and its strategies
meetingthe
thoseloss
objectives
On the
LANG
and
LUNDHOLM
(1993)
suggest that a fixed component of the
C. other hand,
The entity’s
most
significant
resources, risks
and relationships
cost of
decreased
in increasing of unit of firm size. INCAHUSTI (1997)
D. disclosureThemay
resultsbe
of operations
and prospects
indicates
that
larger
firms
are
involved
in indicators
major that
potential
conflicts
among
stakeholders.
The critical
performance
measures and
management
uses to evaluate
the entity’s
performance
E.
statedthe
objectives
Thus they tend toagainst
extend
corporate disclosure to mitigate the information asymmetries
and agency costs. COOKE (1989) supports the argument that the larger firms are involved
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new business
version ofactivities
article 2428
of thedetailed
following
in The
complex
and, requires
thereby,firms
they to
areprovide
requireda description
to provide more
inmain
topics:
formation to the external users.
Academics also argue that large firms may extend corporate disclosure because they are
1. exposed
regulatorythan
and economic
environments
which
the firmoforvarious
its subsidiaries
operate; (WALLACE et
more
the smaller
ones tointhe
pressure
stakeholders
review
of operations;
al.,2.1994;
WALLACE
and NASER, 1995; SCHIPPER, 1981). Many empirical researches have
found
a positive
between firm size and the extent of corporate disclosures
3. revenues
and relationship
capital expenditures;
(COOKE
, 1989;and
RAFFOURNIER
, 1995; FITO et al., 2012). In this study we used as firm size
4. research
development activities;
variable
the natural
logarithm of total assets (WALLACE et al., 1994; INCHAUSTI, 1997). Thus, we
5. inter-firm
relationships;
expect
that
the
size
firms value
has aofpositive
the extent
of voluntary compliance
6. the number andofnominal
both owninfluence
shares andonparent
firms ones;
with
IASB’s
MC
guidelines.
Hence
our
first
hypothesis
is:
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shares of subsidiaries firms bought or
transferred in the fiscal year;
H1: The extent of the voluntary disclosure compliance with IASB's MC guidelines is
8. the significant events occurring after the fiscal year-end closing;
positively related to a firm size.
9. corporate governance structure;
10.
financial instruments;
Profitability.
The influence of profitability on the firm’s disclosure practices could be ex11.
of the sub-offices
of theFirst,
firm; the firms with high profitability may be encouraged to
plainedthe
bylist
different
arguments.
12.
outlook
information;
disclose additional information to reduce information asymmetries with investors to avoid
financialselection
and non-financial
indicators;
the13.
adverse
process performance
(MCNICHOLS
, 1984; DYE, 1985; LANG and LUNDHOLM,
14. risks
and many
uncertainties;
1993).
Indeed,
authors observe that firms with high level of profitability, compared
with
profitability
ones, are
interested
15.low
environment
and employee
information
. to extend the corporate disclosure to avoid an
undervaluation of their shares and to assure the market on the stability of their financial
results
(SINGHVI
and D
ESAI, 1971;
INCAHUSTI
, 1997).
In addition,
the discretion
managers of
high
Despite
the above
mentioned
initiatives,
Italian
preparers
still have
to the
choose
profitability
firms
could
be
motivated
to
extend
voluntary
disclosure
to
promote
a
positive
the amount and the type of information to report in the MC. Therefore, in the absence of
impression
of their management’s
and skills
in capital
markets
EALY
PALEPU,
detailed
compilation
procedures, theability
information
content
of the
Italian(H
MC
canand
be consid2001).
Other
strands
of
studies
have
investigated
the
influence
of
firm
performance
on the
ered mostly voluntary (QUAGLI, 2004; GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
specific
properties
(or
qualities)
of
corporate
disclosure.
S
UBRAMANIAN
et
al.
(1993)
and
However, additional information is required from listed firms, by the Italian SecuritiesLI
(2008)
indicateCommission
that firms with
a high levelFor
of performance,
compared
low levelhas
performand Exchange
(CONSOB).
example, statement
nr.to6064293
a reance
ones,
tend
to
improve
the
quality
of
disclosure,
through
reports
which
are
easier to
quirement to include in the MC report:
read
users. On
the basis
of the
above
it can be expected that firms with
 for
reclassified
financial
statements
adopted
to considerations,
evaluate a firm’s performance;
high
levels
of
profitability
are
likely
to
provide
more
information
 the description of atypical or unusual operations generated over the years;than firms with lower or
bad profitability.
However,
the empirical
results
on the (for
relationships
between
profitability
information related
to “alternative
performance
indicators”
example, EBIT,
EBITDA,
Net
and the
extent
of
disclosure
appear
heterogeneous
(W
ALLACE
et
al.,
1994).
Indeed,
there are
Financial position, CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures.
empirical studies which have found a positive relationship between profitability and the
level
corporate
disclosure
(WALLACE
and N
ASER,firms,
1995;the
INCHAUSTI
, 1997), of
whilst
others
In of
2009,
to improve
comparability
among
Italian
Italian Institute
Accounthave
reported
no
significant
relationship
at
all
(M
EEK
et
al.,
1995;
M
ALONE
et
al.,
1993;
ants (Consiglio Nazionale Dottori Commercialisti ed Esperti Contabili – CNDCEC) issued
L
EUZ
,
1999).
Although
many
empirical
accounting
studies
have
used
different
types
a voluntary guidance to support the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance providesof
profitability
ratio, such as and
net profit/net
sales,especially
operating income/total
net income/equity,
operatseveral
recommendations
indications,
relating toassets,
the new
set of disclosure
ing
income
divided
by
total
assets
(I
NCHAUSTI
,
1997;
S
INGHVI
and
D
ESAI
,
1971;
P
RENCIPE
,
which is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
2004),
in
this
study
we
measured
firm
profitability
as
earnings
before
tax/total
sales
(W
ALLACE
In December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
et al., 1994).IFRSps.
Therefore,
expectofthat
levelMC
of profitability
has a from
positive
on
non-binding
Thewe
issuing
the the
IASB’s
guidelines stems
the influence
aim to imthe
extent
of
voluntary
disclosure
compliance
with
IASB’s
MC
guidelines.
Hence
our
secprove comparability across all firms which apply IAS/IFRS principles, thereby enhancing
ondusefulness
hypothesis
the
ofis:financial reporting. Thus, since the fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
couldH2:
use The
the same
standards
for disclosure
narrative reporting
as well
financialMC
statements.
extentsetofofthe
voluntary
compliance
withasIASB’s
guidelines is
Following
comments
received
and the project team’s discussions, IASB defined MC in
positively
related
to a firm’s
profitability.
IFRSps as:
Leverage. The
leverage
may bea considered
as which
one of
variables
that could
af“…narrative
report
that provides
context within
to structure-related
interpret the financial
position,
financial
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performance
and cash
flows of an entity.
It alsobyprovides
management
with etanal.,
opportunity
to explainand
its
fect
the amount
of information
provided
the firms
(WALLACE
1994; HANIFFA
objectives
and
its
strategies
for
achieving
those
objectives.
Users
routinely
use
the
type
of
information
provided
COOKE, 2004). Specifically, it has been argued that the firms with high levels of leverage
in management
them evaluate
an entity’sadditional
prospects and
general risks,
as well as the
(such
as gearingcommentary
ratio) maytobehelp
motivated
to disclose
anditsvoluntary
information
in
success
of
management’s
strategies
for
achieving
its
stated
objectives
narrative
document,
included
annual
order to satisfy the needs of lenders and creditors, and also to enhance their chancein of
acreport and
integrated
with financial
statements,
whose
aim is to present the management’s view on the stratequiring
external
financing
(WALLACE
et al.,
1994).
gies The
of the arguments
company, theto
financial
condition
and
the
financial
performance.”
p. 5). to the
support such hypothesis come
from the (IASB,
agencyIFRSps
costs related
The
IFRSps
provides
an
informative
framework
for
the
preparers,
that
can
bepropordivided
relationships between stockholders and creditors. In this case, the firms with higher
in
two
main
sections:
tion of external financing have higher agency costs due to the demand for external financial
 principles,
usersof
andmonitoring.
qualitative characteristics
of MC;
reporting
as a form
RAFFOURNIER
(1995) indicates that financial disclosure

the
information
content
of
the
MC.
in annual reports can mitigate monitoring problems between stockholders and creditors
and reduce agency costs. Therefore, it is expected that highly leveraged firms are motivated
The principles
to extend
the corporate disclosure through voluntary provision of additional information
The MC
disclosure is required to be in line with the following principles:
(DEPOERS
, 2000).

to
provide
management’s
viewregarding
of the entity’s
position
and progress;
However, thetheempirical
studies
theperformance,
relationship
between
leverageand
and the level

to
supplement
and
complement
information
presented
in
the
financial
statements.
of corporate disclosure provide mixed evidence. Some studies found a positive relationship
between the level of leverage and the amount disclosure (MALONE et al., 1993; GINER et al.,
principles,
MCreported
should include:
1997;According
FRANCIS to
et these
al., 2008),
while the
others
no significant relationship (HOSSAIN et

forward-looking
information;
al., 1994; RAFFOURNIER, 1995; FITO et. al., 2012). According to similar studies (Wallace et
 information
with the
characteristics
in the
for Finanal., 1994),
the leverage
wasqualitative
measured
as the ratiodescribed
of a firm’s
totalConceptual
long-term Framework
debt to its outstanding
cial
Reporting.
equity.
Thus, we believe that the leverage could have a positive impact on the extent of volunopinions,
the MC
IASB
has alsoHence
solvedourthethird
problem
relating
tary Despite
disclosuredifferent
compliance
to IASB’s
guidelines.
hypothesis
is: to MC
placement, establishing that this report is within the boundaries of financial reporting and,
H3: The
of the
voluntary
disclosure compliance
with
guidelines
is
therefore,
its extent
users and
qualitative
characteristics
are driven by
theIASB’s
aim ofMC
the new
conceppositively
related
to
the
leverage.
tual framework for financial reporting.
Users diffusion. The ownership structure is one of the corporate governance mechaOwnership
According
to the
Conceptual
Framework
Financial
Reporting,
the main
usersand
of
nisms
that could
affect
the extent
of firm’s for
voluntary
disclosure
(GARCIA
-MECA
MC
are
actual
and
potential
investors,
lenders
and
creditors.
SANCHEZ-BALLESTA, 2010). In accounting literature, authors indicate that a large portion of
Qualitative
characteristics
shares
spread throughout
capital market increases the separation between managers and
To
be
aligned
with
the aims
of (D
Conceptual
Framework
for, Financial
Reporting,
disinvestors and creates
agency
costs
EPOERS, 2000;
PRENCIPE
2004). Indeed,
firmsthe
with
a
closure
provided
in
the
MC
should
possess
the
fundamental
qualitative
characteristics
of
wider number of shares spread in capital markets may be subjected to the pressure of
relevance and faithful
representation
and enhancing
characteristics,
suchCas
comparability,
verifiabilshareholders
in disclosing
additional
information.
On this point,
OOKE
(1989) observes
ity,
timeliness
and
understandability.
that when there are a relevant number of shareholders, the firm is required to satisfy diverContent of the
MC
sity information
needs
with greater disclosure. Furthermore, by providing extended inforIFRSps
does
not
require
a detailed
scheme or
content
for theobtaining
MC, but the
indicate
the main
mation, managers could
mitigate
the conflicts
with
investors,
reduction
of
reporting
sections
which
a
functional
management
report
should
include.
agency costs. RAFFOURNIER (1995) outlines that the presence of a relevant number of small
The five key
reporting
sections
as indicated
in IFRSps
are reported
shareholders
creates
a strong
interested
in a firm’s
annual report,
whichin
is the
the table
main 1.and less
expensive source of information to monitor the behavior of managers. Thus, the firms
Table ownership
1 - IFRSpsisreporting
sections
whose
widespread
throughout the capital market have a pressure to extend the
information
reported
in
their
annual
A.
The nature of the business reports to support the small shareholders in better investment
decision-making.
Different
studies
B.
Management’s objectives
and itsempirical
strategies for meeting
thosesupport
objectives the positive influence of
ownership
diffusion
on the
ofresources,
corporate
disclosure
C.
The entity’s
mostextent
significant
risks and
relationships(MCKINNON and DALIMUNTHE,
1993;D.LEUZ, 1999).
RAFFOURNIER
TheHowever,
results of operations
and prospects (1995) found no association between the extent of
voluntary
disclosure
in
Swiss
firms
ownership
diffusion.
Asperformance
in previThe
critical performance
measures
anddisclosure
indicators that and
management
uses to evaluate
the entity’s
E.
against stated objectives
ous studies (RAFFOURNIER
, 1995; PRENCIPE, 2004), we calculated the ownership diffusion as
the percentage of share capital owned by unknown shareholders.
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The
new version
of article
requires
provide
a description
of the
Therefore,
we believe
that2428
firms
with afirms
high to
level
of shares,
widespread
in following
the capital
main
topics:
market, are more likely to voluntarily comply with IASB’s MC guidelines. Thus, our four
hypothesis is:
1. regulatory and economic environments in which the firm or its subsidiaries operate;
The ofextent
of the voluntary disclosure compliance with IASB’s MC guidelines is
2.H4:review
operations;
positively related to the ownership diffusion.
3. revenues and capital expenditures;
4. research and development activities;
inter-firmdesign
relationships;
4. 5.Research
6. the number and nominal value of both own shares and parent firms ones;
7.
the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shares of subsidiaries firms bought or
4.1 Sample
in theselected
fiscal year;
Ourtransferred
sample was
from the non-financial firms listed at the end of 2010 on the
8.
the
significant
events
occurring
after the
fiscal Similar
year-endto
closing;
Italian Stock Exchange (Borsa
Italiana
s.p.a.).
previous studies, the financial listed
9. were
corporate
governance
structure;
firms
excluded,
as they
are subjected to specific disclosure requirements (PRENCIPE,
10. Bfinancial
2004;
ERETTAinstruments;
and BOZZOLAN, 2004 and 2008).
11.
list ofwere
the sub-offices
the firm;
Thethefirms
chosen ofusing
a random sample, assuming a level of reliability equal to
12.and
outlook
information;interval of 10%. The sample consists of 65 firms (see appendix 1)
95%
a confidence
and13.
it represents
of theperformance
entire population
financial and32,50%
non-financial
indicators;of the non-financial firms listed at the end
of 14.
2010.
risks and uncertainties;
Theenvironment
decision to
the 2010 MC
15.
andconsider
employee information
. report was due to the fact that this is the first
fiscal year where the IFRSps were available for the preparers. Thus, all IAS/IFRS adopters
were
encouraged
to apply
the IASB’s
MC guidelines
starting still
from
thediscretion
fiscal yearto
2010.
The
Despite
the above
mentioned
initiatives,
Italian preparers
have
choose
MC
was
extracted
from
the
annual
report
published
on
the
web
site
of
each
listed
firm.
the amount and the type of information to report in the MC. Therefore, in the absence We
of
focusedcompilation
our analysisprocedures,
on the information
content of
each MC
report.
detailed
the information
content
of the
Italian MC can be considered mostly voluntary (QUAGLI, 2004; GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
4.2However,
Variablesadditional
measurement
information is required from listed firms, by the Italian Securities
Dependent
variable.
In academic
literature,
different
empirical
studies
thathas
the aadopand Exchange Commission
(CONSOB).
For
example,
statement
nr. show
6064293
retion
of
both
weighted
and
unweighted
disclosure
indeces
tend
to
generate
significant
and
quirement to include in the MC report:
analogous
results
(F
IRTH
,
1980;
R
OBBINS
and
A
USTIN
,
1986;
P
RENCIPE
,
2004).
However,
 reclassified financial statements adopted to evaluate a firm’s performance;
like COOKE
(1989,of1992)
RAFFOURNIER
the description
atypicaland
or unusual
operations (1995),
generatedinoverour
the study
years; the extent of voluntary
disclosure
compliance
with
IFRSps
is
measured
by
an
unweighted
index1, where
 information related to “alternative performance indicators” (for example,disclosure
EBIT, EBITDA,
Net
it assumed
each
item
as
being
equally
important
(C
OOKE
1989
and
1992).
The index is
Financial position, CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures.
composed of 21 disclosure items identified in our checklist (see appendix 2) designed on
IASB’s
MC to
disclosure
The
disclosure
can be
appliedoftoAccountall firms
In 2009,
improve recommendations.
comparability among
Italian
firms, items
the Italian
Institute
included
in
the
sample.
The
score
of
disclosure
index
indicates
the
level
of
the
extent
ants (Consiglio Nazionale Dottori Commercialisti ed Esperti Contabili – CNDCEC) issuedof
the IFRSps.
adisclosure
voluntary compliance
guidance to to
support
the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance provides
To
calculate
the
disclosure
index score especially
we followed
a ‘dichotomous’
several recommendations and indications,
relating
to the newapproach:
set of disclosure
if
a
firm
discloses
an
item
included
in
the
checklist,
it
was
assigned a score of “1” (one)
which is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
andInofDecember
“0” (zero) if
it wasIASB
not disclosed.
2010,
completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
non-binding IFRSps. The issuing of the IASB’s MC guidelines stems from the aim to imindex of disclosure
compliance
canapply
be shown
as follows
:
proveThe
comparability
across all
firms which
IAS/IFRS
principles,
thereby enhancing
m
the usefulness
of dfinancial
reporting.
Thus,
since
the
fiscal
year
2010,
IAS/IFRS
adopters,
Dc = 
i
could use the same
i=1 set of standards for narrative reporting as well as financial statements.
Following comments received and the project team’s discussions, IASB defined MC in
____________
IFRSps as:
(1) In
this study we report
use thethat
disclosure
checklist
adopted
in previous
(Ginesti position,
et al., 2013).
“…narrative
provides
a context
within
which toempirical
interpretresearch
the financial
financial
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performance
where: and cash flows of an entity. It also provides management with an opportunity to explain its
objectives
andthe
itsscore
strategies
for achieving
those item
objectives.
routinely use the type of information provided
d = is
of each
disclosure
(“1”Users
or “0”);
in management
commentary
to
help
them
evaluate
an
entity’s
prospects
its generaltorisks,
as well as by
the
m = is the maximum number of disclosure items (“21”)and
expected
be disclosed
success
of
management’s
strategies
for
achieving
its
stated
objectives
narrative
document,
included
in
annual
firms in compliance with IFRSps.
report
and integrated
with financial
statements,
aim is compliance
to present the to
management’s
view on the
Thereby,
Dc expresses
the degree
of whose
disclosure
IFRSps provided
bystrateItalgies
of
the
company,
the
financial
condition
and
the
financial
performance.”
(IASB,
IFRSps
p.
5).
ian listed firms in their MC.
Theidentify
IFRSpstheprovides
preparers,
that
can bea manual
divided
To
presenceanorinformative
absence of framework
each item infor
thethe
MC
report, we
applied
in
two
main
sections:
content analysis. The content analysis methodology required several steps (KRIPPENDORFF,
users Band
qualitative
of MC;and BOZZOLAN, 2004; SEAH and TARC,
1980; Wprinciples,
EBER, 1985;
EATTIE
et al.,characteristics
2004; BERETTA

the
information
content
of
the
MC.
2006).
We first converted the MC of each firm from the PDF format in TXT file, removing all
Thetables
principles
graphs,
and images. We divided the overall content of MC in sections to align it to
The
MC
disclosure
is requiredby
toIFRSps.
be in lineWe
with
the following
principles:
the five reporting
areas identified
defined
the coding
rules to determine the

to
provide
the
management’s
view
of
the
entity’s
performance,
position
and
sentences and/or the themes that were related to the items includedprogress;
in the and
checklist. We

to
supplement
and
complement
information
presented
in
the
financial
statements.
tested the checklist on five firms included in the sample and we identified the final coding
rules to be applied to all MC reports. One researcher has been involved in the analysis to
principles,
the MC
should researchers
include: (stability). To ensure the reliavoidAccording
problemstoofthese
coding
rules among
different

forward-looking
information;
ability of the coding process, the researcher applied the checklist to the information content
information
the qualitative
characteristics
describedofinthe
thetwo
Conceptual
Framework
forsubseFinanof all MC
reports,with
in two
different times.
The results
classifications
were
cial
Reporting.
quently compared and the identified misalignments were removed after the discussion
among all authors. The accuracy of the analysis was ensured by using a disclosure checklist
Despite
opinions,
the IASB has
also solved
the problem relating to MC
created
on thedifferent
basis of the
recommendations
reported
in IFRSps.
placement,
establishing
that
this
report
is
within
the
boundaries
of financial reporting and,
Independent variables
therefore,
its
users
and
qualitative
characteristics
are
driven
by
the
of the
new concepWe categorized the independent variables (WALLACE et al.,aim
1994;
HANNIFFA
and
tual
framework
for
financial
reporting.
COOKE, 2002) in:
Users
corporate governance variables (ownership diffusion); and
the Conceptual
According
firm-specifictovariables
(profitability,Framework
leverage, size).for Financial Reporting, the main users of
MC are actual and potential investors, lenders and creditors.
Qualitative
characteristics
The
three firm-specific
variables were measured using the data obtained from the 2010
To be aligned
withstatements
the aims ofreported
Conceptual
Framework
for Financial
Reporting,
disconsolidated
financial
in annual
firm reports,
while the
corporatethe
governclosure
provided
in the
MC should
possessusing
the fundamental
qualitative
ance
variable
(ownership
diffusion)
was measured
the CONSOB
data-set. characteristics of
relevance
representation
and
enhancing variables
characteristics,
such as comparability, verifiabilThe and
tablefaithful
2 describes
how the
independent
are measured.
ity, timeliness and understandability.
Content
of the MCvariables measurement
Table
2 - Independent
IFRSps does not require a detailed scheme or content for the MC, but indicate the main
Variablewhich a functional management
Measurementreport should include. Source
reporting sections
Annual
report 1.
2010
Natural
logarithmin
ofIFRSps
total assetsare
at reported in
The five key reporting sections as indicated
the table
TASSETS
the end of 2010
The ratio of a firm's total long-term
Table
1 - IFRSps reporting sections
LEVERAGE
debt to its outstanding equity at the
Annual report 2010
end of 2010
A.
The nature of the business
The ratio of earnings before tax to
Annual report 2010
PROFIT
B.
Management’s objectives and
strategies
for end
meeting
those objectives
totalitssales
at the
of 2010
C.
The entity’s most significant
resources,
risks and
relationships
Percentage
of shares
owned
by shareD.
The
results
of
operations
and
prospects
OWNERDIFF
holders, who possess less than 2% of
CONSOB data-base 2010
The critical performance
and indicators
that of
management
themeasures
share capital
at the end
2010 uses to evaluate the entity’s performance
E.
against stated objectives
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new version of article 2428 requires firms to provide a description of the following
4.3The
Method
mainTo
topics:
assess the relationship between the Dc, as dependent variables, and the firm characteristics, as independent variables, we used an Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regression
1. regulatory
and economic
environments
in which the firm or its subsidiaries operate;
model.
The regression
equation
is the following:
2. review of operations;
=0 + and
1 TASSETS+2 OWNERDIFF +3 PROFIT +4 LEVERAGE +
3.Dc revenues
capital expenditures;
where:
4. research and development activities;
= Index relationships;
of Disclosure Compliance
5.Dcinter-firm
TASSETS
=
logarithm
total
firm
sizefirms ones;
6. the number Natural
and nominal
value ofof
both
ownassets
sharesasand
parent
OWNERDIFF
=
Ownership
Diffusion
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shares of subsidiaries firms bought or
PROFIT = Profitability
transferred in the fiscal year;
LEVERAGE = Gearing Ratio
8. =theError
significant
Termevents occurring after the fiscal year-end closing;

9. corporate governance structure;
10. financial instruments;
the list of the sub-offices of the firm;
5. 11.
Results
12. outlook information;
13.
financial
and non-financial
performance
indicators;
Table
3 shows
the descriptive
statistical
analysis (the minimum, maximum, mean and
14. risks
and uncertainties;
standard
deviation
for all the considered variables).
15.
and employee
Theenvironment
results show
that theinformation
extent of. disclosure compliance with IASB’s MC guidelines
provided by Italian listed firms ranges from 10% to 76% with an average of 39%. These
results
mean
a large
amountinitiatives,
of firms included
in our sample
did discretion
not comply
the
Despite
thethat
above
mentioned
Italian preparers
still have
to with
choose
IASB’s
MC
guidelines.
As
reported
in
the
table
3,
the
difference
between
the
mean
and
the
the amount and the type of information to report in the MC. Therefore, in the absence of
median compilation
are not particularly
relevant
the most content
of the variables
considered
in the
analysis.
detailed
procedures,
the for
information
of the Italian
MC can
be considThe
highest
difference
has
been
found
for
the
leverage.
ered mostly voluntary (QUAGLI, 2004; GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
However, additional information is required from listed firms, by the Italian Securities
and
Exchange
Commission
(CONSOB). For example, statement nr. 6064293 has a reTable
3 - Descriptive
statistics
quirement to include in the MC report:
Nr. of
obser- adopted
Meanto evaluate
Median
Standard
Minimum
Maximum
VARIABLE
reclassified financial
statements
a firm’s performance;
vations
Deviation
 the description of atypical or unusual operations generated over the years;
Dc
0.39
0.33
0.1 EBITDA,
0.76
 information
related to65“alternative performance
indicators”
(for0.167
example, EBIT,
Net
TASSETS
65
2.81
2.76
0.806
1.08
Financial position, CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures. 4.95

OWNERDIFF
65
0.34
0.31
0.149
0.1
0.8
LEVERAGE
65
1.05
0.77
1.868
-1.48
13.87
In 2009, to improve comparability among Italian firms, the Italian Institute of AccountPROFIT Nazionale65Dottori Commercialisti
0.03
0.04
0.54
ants (Consiglio
ed Esperti0.155
Contabili – -0.68
CNDCEC) issued

table shows the
descriptive statistics
for all variables.
is the index in
of disclosure
compliance.
TASSETS
the natural
logarithmprovides
of total assets at
aThis
voluntary
guidance
to support
the Dc
directors
preparing
their
MC. isThe
guidance
the
end
of
2010.
OWNERDIFF
is
the
percentage
of
shares
owned
by
shareholders,
who
possess
less
than
2%
of
the
share
capital
at
the
end of 2010.
several
recommendations and indications, especially relating to the new set of disclosure
PROFIT is the ratio of earnings before tax to total sales at the end of 2010. LEVERAGE is the ratio of a firm’s total long-term debt to its outwhich
is required
the European Directive n. 51/2003.
standing equity
at the end ofby
2010.
In December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
non-binding
IFRSps.matrix
The issuing
the IASB’s
MC
guidelines variables
stems from
the aim in
to table
imThe correlation
for theofdependent
and
independent
is reported
prove
comparability
across
all
firms
which
apply
IAS/IFRS
principles,
thereby
enhancing
4. The results show that the firm size (TASSETS), ownership diffusion (OWNERDIFF)
the
of financial
reporting.
Thus, since
thethe
fiscal
yearof2010,
IAS/IFRS
adopters,
andusefulness
the profitability
(PROFIT)
are correlated
with
index
disclosure
compliance.
On
could
use
the
same
set
of
standards
for
narrative
reporting
as
well
as
financial
statements.
the other hand, the leverage (LEVERAGE) does not appear to be correlated with the index
comments received
andbethe
project team’s
discussions,
IASBisdefined
MCcorin
of Following
disclosure compliance.
As would
expected,
the ownership
diffusion
positively
IFRSps
as:
related with the firm size.
“…narrative report that provides a context within which to interpret the financial position, financial
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performance
and cash flowsmatrix
of an entity.
also provides and
management
with anvariables
opportunity to explain its
Table
4 – Correlation
for theIt dependent
independent
objectives and its strategies for achieving those objectives. Users routinely use the type of information provided
Dc evaluateTASSETS
PROFIT
GEARING
in management commentary to help them
an entity’s prospects
and its general
risks, asMARKET
well as the
Dc
1
success of management’s
strategies for achieving
its stated objectives narrative document, included in annual
0.548*
1 is to present the management’s view on the stratereport andTASSETS
integrated with financial statements,
whose aim
PROFIT
0.353*
0.463*
1
gies of theLEVERAGE
company, the financial condition
and the financial
performance.”
(IASB, IFRSps
p. 5).
-0.039
-0.071
-0.191
1
The
IFRSps
provides
an
informative
framework
for
the
preparers,
that
can
be divided
OWNERDIFF
0.506*
0.322*
0.211
-0.107
1
in
two
main
sections:
*Correlations coefficients significant at the 5% or better
 shows
principles,
usersmatrix
and forqualitative
of MC;compliance. TASSETS is the natural logarithm of total assets at
This table
the correlation
all variables. characteristics
Dc is the index of disclosure
the endof 2010.
OWNERDIFFcontent
is the percentage
shares owned by shareholders, who possess less than 2% of the share capital at the end of 2010.
the information
of the ofMC.
PROFIT is the ratio of earnings before tax to total sales at the end of 2010. LEVERAGE is the ratio of a firm’s total long-term debt to its outstanding equity at the end of 2010.

The principles
The MC disclosure is required to be in line with the following principles:
Before
proceeding
to the regression
analysis,
we tested
theand
existence
 to provide
the management’s
view of the entity’s
performance,
position
progress; of
andcollinearity
among
the
independent
variables.
 to supplement and complement information presented in the financial statements.
The multicollinearity was analyzed using the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) index.
Multicollinearity
occurs
when the
some
of the model are highly correlated and
According to these
principles,
MCpredictors
should include:
typically
are
redundant.
VIF
(mean
variance
inflation
factor) and 1/VIF (or tolerance) are
 forward-looking information;
bothused
in
order
to
measure
the
relevance
of
the
multicollinearity
in the
regression
information with the qualitative characteristics described in the Conceptual
Framework
for analyFinansis (Verbeek,
2008).
The
level
of
tolerance
1/VIF
is
considered
as
the
degree
of
collinearity.
cial Reporting.
The table 5 reports the results of the VIF index. The results did not provide empirical
evidence
of a different
serious problem
of high
collinearity
among
the independent
Despite
opinions,
the IASB
has also
solved
the problemvariables
relating. to MC

placement, establishing that this report is within the boundaries of financial reporting and,
Table
5 - Testing
therefore,
its usersfor
andmulticollinearity
qualitative characteristics are driven by the aim of the new conceptual framework
for
financial
reporting.
DEPENDENT VARIABLES
VIF
1/VIF (Tolerance)
Users
TASSETS
1.37
0.731
According to the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the main users of
OWNERDIFF
1.13
0,885
MC are actual and potential investors, lenders and creditors.
1.04
0.957
QualitativeLEVERAGE
characteristics
PROFIT
1.32
0.757
To be aligned with the aims of Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting,
the disMEAN
VIF
1.22
closure provided in the MC should possess the fundamental qualitative characteristics of
This
table shows
the faithful
Testing for representation
multicollinearity. Dcand
is the enhancing
index of disclosurecharacteristics,
compliance. TASSETSsuch
is the natural
logarithm of total assets
at the
relevance
and
as comparability,
verifiabilend of 2010. OWNERDIFF is the percentage of shares owned by shareholders, who possess less than 2% of the share capital at the end of 2010.
ity,
timeliness
and
understandability.
PROFIT is the ratio of earnings before tax to total sales at the end of 2010. LEVERAGE is the ratio of a firm’s total long-term debt to its outof ofthe
standingContent
equity at the end
2010.MC
IFRSps does not require a detailed scheme or content for the MC, but indicate the main
reporting
which
a functional
report (standardized
should include.
Table 6sections
presents
the results
of themanagement
regression analysis
beta, coefficients, tThe
five
key
reporting
sections
as
indicated
in
IFRSps
are reported
in the table
statistics, and probability levels are provided for each independent
variable).
The 1.
OLS re2
gression produced an F-ratio of 11.39 and adjusted R of approximately of 39%.
The1 empirical
Table
- IFRSps evidences
reportingindicate
sectionsthat the coefficient of firm size, measured as a natural
logarithm
of
total
assets,
is
significantly
positive (p < 0.001) related to the index of volunA.
The nature of the business
tary disclosure
compliance.
This
implies
thatfor the
of disclosure compliance with
B.
Management’s objectives and its strategies
meetingextent
those objectives
IFRSps
the size
the Italian
listed
These results confirm our first hyC. grows with
The entity’s
most of
significant
resources, risks
andfirm.
relationships
pothesis
D. and are similar
The resultstoof previous
operations andempirical
prospects studies (WALLACE et al., 1994; WALLACE and
NASER, 1995; COOKE
, 1989;
HANIFFA
and
OOKE,that
2002).
The critical
performance
measures
andCindicators
management uses to evaluate the entity’s performance
E.
stated objectives
The
results ofagainst
the model
also show that the coefficient of ownership diffusion is both
significantly and positively related to the index of voluntary disclosure compliance (p<
0.001). These findings confirm our fourth hypothesis and suggest that the firms with a high
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The
2428 market
requirestend
firms
provide
a description
of the
following
level
of new
shareversion
spreadofinarticle
the capital
toto
provide
more
information
in compliance
main
topics:
with IASB’s MC guidelines. These results are also consistent with previous empirical studies
(LEUZ, 1999; PRENCIPE, 2004).
1.Consistent
regulatorywith
and economic
environments
which the firm
or its subsidiaries
previous
studies (RinAFFOURNIER
, 1995;
WALLACEoperate;
et al.,1994; FITO et
review
operations;
al., 2.2012),
theof other
two proposed determinants (leverage and profitability,) do not appear to
explain
the voluntary
disclosure
compliance choices of Italian listed firms. Thus, the second
3. revenues
and capital
expenditures;
and4.theresearch
third hypothesis
do not
find empirical support.
and development
activities;
we found that firm size and ownership diffusion can be identified as the
5.In summary,
inter-firm relationships;
main
explanatory
factors
thatvalue
affected
of voluntary
compliance with
6. the number and
nominal
of boththe
ownextent
shares and
parent firmsdisclosure
ones;
IFRSps,
provided
by
the
Italian
listed
firms.
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as shares of subsidiaries firms bought or
This
means that
to Italy, where there are many smaller size firms, it can
transferred
in thewith
fiscalreference
year;
be expected that, despite the mandatory adopting of the IAS/IFRS principles, a large
8. the significant events occurring after the fiscal year-end closing;
amount of listed firms, could not comply with the IASB guidelines for the preparation of
9. corporate governance structure;
MC.
10. financial instruments;
11. 6the- Regression
list of the sub-offices
of the
firm;estimation
Table
results:
OLS
12. outlook information;
Disclosure
Coef.
Std.
Error indicators;
T
p>t
13. financial and non-financial
performance
0.079
0.023
3.38
0.001
TASSETS
14. risks and uncertainties;
0.407
0.115
3.52
0.001
OWNERDIFF
15. environment and
employee information
.
0.004
0.008
0.48
0.634
LEVERAGE
0.115
0.120
0.95
0.344
PROFIT
Despite the above mentioned initiatives, Italian preparers
still have discretion to choose
0.019
0.069
0.28
CONS
the
amount and the type of information to report in the0.778
MC. Therefore, in the absence of
Source compilation
Sum
of Squares theDfinformation
Mean square
detailed
procedures,
content of the Italian MC can be considModel
0.770
4
0.192
ered mostly voluntary (QUAGLI, 2004; GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
Residual
1.015
0.016
However, additional
information60 is required
from listed firms, by the Italian Securities
Total
1.785
64
0.027

and
Exchange Commission (CONSOB). For example, statement nr. 6064293 has a reThis table shows the regression results. Dc is the index of disclosure compliance. TASSETS is the natural logarithm of total assets at the end of
quirement
to include
in the ofMC
2010. OWNERDIFF
is the percentage
sharesreport:
owned by shareholders, who possess less than 2% of the share capital at the end of 2010.
PROFIT
is the ratio of earnings
beforestatements
tax to total sales
at the end
2010. LEVERAGE
is the ratio of a firm’s total long-term debt to its
 reclassified
financial
adopted
to ofevaluate
a firm’s performance;
outstanding
equity
at
the
end
of
2010.
 the description of atypical or unusual operations generated over the years;
 information related to “alternative performance indicators” (for example, EBIT, EBITDA, Net
The
modelposition,
has been
verified which
for heteroscedasticity.
of theperformance
relevant assumptions
of
Financial
CAPEX),
are different from theOne
traditional
measures.
the econometric model used in this study is the homogeneity of variance of the residuals.
WeInused
thetoCameron-Trivedi’s
decomposition
of IM-test
andItalian
Breusch
Pagan-Cook
Weis2009,
improve comparability
among Italian
firms, the
Institute
of Accountberg
test.
We
didn’t
find
evidence
of
heteroscedasticity.
Both
tests
are
sensitive
to
the
asants (Consiglio Nazionale Dottori Commercialisti ed Esperti Contabili – CNDCEC) issued
sumption
of
normality.
a voluntary guidance to support the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance provides
Werecommendations
have also considered
kernel density
estimate
of the
residuals
to check
the norseveral
and the
indications,
especially
relating
to the
new set
of disclosure
mality
of
the
residuals.
The
results
indicate
that
the
normality
of
the
residuals
seem
to be
which is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
empirically
reasonable.
Further
negative
evidence
is
also
obtained
by
using
the
ShapiroIn December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
Wilk.
non-binding
IFRSps. The issuing of the IASB’s MC guidelines stems from the aim to improve comparability across all firms which apply IAS/IFRS principles, thereby enhancing
5.1.usefulness
Robustness
check reporting. Thus, since the fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
the
of financial
We
tested
the
regression
model
in this
study with
tests,
in order to
could use the same set
of standards
for used
narrative
reporting
as welladditional
as financial
statements.
check
the
robustness
of
the
results.
Following comments received and the project team’s discussions, IASB defined MC in
First,
IFRSps
as: we excluded one outlier from the sample, identified on the basis of overall measures“…narrative
of influence
(Cook’s
D anda Difference
Fits DFITS).
case, position,
we did financial
not find
report
that provides
context withinin which
to interpretInthethis
financial
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performance
and cash
flows of an
entity. It also
management
an opportunity
to explain(see
its
any
statistically
significant
differences
withprovides
the results
of thewith
model
without outliers
objectives
and
its
strategies
for
achieving
those
objectives.
Users
routinely
use
the
type
of
information
provided
table 7).
in management commentary to help them evaluate an entity’s prospects and its general risks, as well as the
success of7 -management’s
strategies
for achieving
its outlier
stated objectives narrative document, included in annual
Table
OLS estimation
results
without
report and integrated with financial statements, whose aim is to present the management’s view on the strateCoef. and the financial
Std.performance.”
Error
p>t
gies of theDisclosure
company, the financial condition
(IASB,T IFRSps p. 5).
0.076
0.023
3.23 that can be
0.002
The IFRSps provides an informative
framework
for the preparers,
divided
TASSETS
0.413
0.115
3.57
0.001
in two main sections:
OWNERDIFF
 principles, users and qualitative
characteristics of MC;
0.019
0.017
1.11
0.272
LEVERAGE

the
information
content
of
the
MC.
0.135
0.122
1.11
0.273
PROFIT

0.013
0.069
0.19
0.849
CONS
The
principles
2
R
0.437
2
TheRMC
disclosure is required to be in 0.399
line with the following principles:
Adjusted
F=  to provide the management’s view of the entity’s
11.49 performance, position and progress; and
Prob.(F-statistic)
to supplement and complement information0.000
presented in the financial statements.
Root MSE
0.130
Sum
Source
Df
Mean square
According to these principles, the
MC should include:
of Squares

forward-looking
information;
Model
0.777
4
0.194
 information with the qualitative characteristics
described
for FinanResidual
0.998
59 in the Conceptual Framework
0.016
Total cial Reporting.
1.775
63
0.028

This table shows the regression results without outlier. Dc is the index of disclosure compliance. TASSETS is the natural logarithm of total assets
at the end
of 2010. OWNERDIFF
is the percentage of
sharesIASB
owned by has
shareholders,
possess lessthe
than 2%
of the share relating
capital at the end
Despite
different opinions,
the
also whosolved
problem
to ofMC
2010. PROFIT is the ratio of earnings before tax to total sales at the end of 2010. LEVERAGE is the ratio of a firm’s total long-term debt to
placement,
establishing
its
outstanding equity
at the end of 2010.that this report is within the boundaries of financial reporting and,

therefore, its users and qualitative characteristics are driven by the aim of the new conceptualSecond,
framework
reporting.specification for firm size (measured as natural logawe for
usedfinancial
other common
Users
rithm of total sales) and considered two popular determinants used in accounting studies as
According
to the
Framework
Reporting,
the main asusers
explanatory
factors
of Conceptual
corporate disclosure,
i.e. for
theFinancial
auditor firm
type (measured
“1” of
if
MC
are
actual
and
potential
investors,
lenders
and
creditors.
the firm is audited by one of the big four auditors otherwise as “0”) and institutional invescharacteristics
tors Qualitative
(calculated as
the number of institutional investors who possess more than 2 of the
To
be
aligned
aims ofbut
Conceptual
for Financial
the disshare capital at thewith
end the
of 2010),
the main Framework
effects represented
in ourReporting,
model results
did
closure
provided
in
the
MC
should
possess
the
fundamental
qualitative
characteristics
of
not show any significant changes. The results are reported in table 8.
relevance and faithful representation and enhancing characteristics, such as comparability, verifiability, timeliness and understandability.
Content of the MC
6. Discussions
andrequire
conclusions
IFRSps does not
a detailed scheme or content for the MC, but indicate the main
reporting sections which a functional management report should include.
This
paper
the content
included
in the MC
report for
The five
keyinvestigates
reporting sections
as indicated
in IFRSps
are reported
in athesample
table 1.of nonfinancial firms listed at the end of 2010 on the Italian Stock Exchange.
Our study makes a contribution to the existing literature by showing which factors afTable 1the
- IFRSps
reporting
fected
Italian listed
firmssections
in extending the voluntary disclosure compliance with the
IASB’s
soon
its implementation.
A. MC guidelines,
The nature
of theafter
business
B. results could
Management’s
objectives
and its strategies
for meeting thosesecurities
objectives and accounting standard
Our
be also
of interest
for regulatory
entity’s most
significant
resources, to
risksensure
and relationships
settersC.in order toThe
identify
new
approaches
a better comparability of narrative disD. amongst firms.
The results of operations and prospects
closure
The critical performance measures and indicators that management uses to evaluate the entity’s performance
We
E. analyzed the information content of the MC using a self-constructed checklist
stated objectives
guided by IFRSpsagainst
disclosure
recommendations. The evidence found in this study shows
interesting results.
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The8new
version ofmodel
article specifications
2428 requires firms to provide a description of the following
Table
- Alternative
main topics:
VARIABLE

MODEL
1

MODEL
2

MODEL
3

MODEL
4

MODEL
5

1. regulatory and economic environments in which the firm or its subsidiaries operate;

0.079**
0.072**
0.066*
TASSETS
2. review of operations;
0.115
0.106
0.113
0.135
0.127
PROFIT
3. revenues and capital
0.004 expenditures;
0.004
0.004
0.004
0.005
LEVERAGE
4. research and development
activities;
0.407***
0.397**
0.392**
0.450***
0.436***
OWNERDIFF
5. inter-firm relationships;
0.015
0.014
0.015
INV_IST
6.
the
number
and
nominal
value
of
both
own
shares
and
parent
firms
ones;
0.018
AUDIT
7. the number and nominal value of own shares, as well as 0.065**
shares of subsidiaries
0.057* firms
TSALES
transferred
in
the
fiscal
year;
0.019
0.033
0.032
0.057
0.070
CONS

8. the significant events occurring after the fiscal year-end closing;

N 9. corporate governance
65 structure; 65
2
Adjusted
R
0.393
0.390
10. financial instruments;
R2
0.431
0.437

64
0.363
0.423

65
0.377
0.416

65
0.373
0.422

MODEL
6

0.136
0.005
0.426***
0.015
0.028
bought
0.514 or
0.648
64
0.348
0.410

11. the list of the sub-offices of the firm;
12. outlook information;
13.
financial
non-financial
First,
in the and
Italian
context, performance
the amountindicators;
of voluntary disclosure provided by the firms in
14.
risks
and
uncertainties;
compliance with IASB’s MC guidelines appears to be low. However, the low level of com15. environment
and to
employee
information
pliance
could be due
the limited
time. elapsed from the release of IASB’s MC guidelines
and the publication of the firm’s annual report for the fiscal year 2010. For these reasons,
weDespite
expect the
thatabove
the level
of compliance
with
IASB’s
guidelines
should
increasetoover
the
mentioned
initiatives,
Italian
preparers
still have
discretion
choose
years.
Consistent
empiricaltostudies,
thethe
regression
analysis in
provides
evidence
the
amount
and thewith
typeprevious
of information
report in
MC. Therefore,
the absence
of
that sizecompilation
and ownership
diffusionthe
areinformation
the main determinants
of the
extent
voluntary
disdetailed
procedures,
content of the
Italian
MCofcan
be considclosure.
Indeed,
the relationships
between
the index
of disclosure
ered
mostly
voluntary
(QUAGLI, 2004;
GIUNTA
and PISANI
, 2006). compliance with firm size
andHowever,
ownership
diffusioninformation
were foundistorequired
be significantly
positive.
the Securities
release of
additional
from listed
firms, Therefore,
by the Italian
non-binding
does not
appear to encourage
smaller
size listed
to comply
and
ExchangeIFRSps
Commission
(CONSOB).
For example,
statement
nr.firms
6064293
has a with
reinternational
recommendations.
This means that in Italy, a large amount of firms do not
quirement
to include
in the MC report:
converge
towards
a single
set of principles
in preparing
financial reporting, thus reduc reclassified
financial
statements
adopted to evaluate
a firm’stheir
performance;
ingthethecomparability
and usefulness
of narrative
reporting
financial statedescription of atypical
or unusual operations
generated
over the accompanying
years;
ments.
 information related to “alternative performance indicators” (for example, EBIT, EBITDA, Net
InFinancial
Italian context
association
sizefrom
andthedisclosure
be explained
position,the
CAPEX),
whichbetween
are different
traditionalcould
performance
measures.by different reasons as identified in exiting literature. Firstly, the large Italian firms are able to
manage
the to
cost
relating
to the extended
information
duethe
to Italian
the existence
orIn 2009,
improve
comparability
among
Italian firms,
Instituteofofinternal
Accountganization
reporting
system.
Secondly,
the
large
Italian
firms
have
a
consolidated
competiants (Consiglio Nazionale Dottori Commercialisti ed Esperti Contabili – CNDCEC) issued
advantage
that should
not the
be directors
compromised
by the increasing
of disclosure
in annual
ative
voluntary
guidance
to support
in preparing
their MC. The
guidance provides
report.
Thirdly,
the
Italian
large
firms
have
a
high
level
of
international
business
activities
several recommendations and indications, especially relating to the new set of disclosure
and
in
some
cases
are
cross-listed.
These
conditions
imply
a
wider
range
of
stakeholders
which is required by the European Directive n. 51/2003.
which
leads to various
needs to
In December
2010,information
IASB completed
thesatisfy.
project on MC, through the publishing of
The
second
explanatory
variable
of
the
levelMC
of disclosure
beenfrom
identified
in to
ownernon-binding IFRSps. The issuing of the IASB’s
guidelineshas
stems
the aim
imship
diffusion.
This
variable
has
an
explanatory
power
also
in
the
Italian
context
where
the
prove comparability across all firms which apply IAS/IFRS principles, thereby enhancing
listed
firms
are
in
many
cases
family
controlled,
without
a
clear
separation
between
managthe usefulness of financial reporting. Thus, since the fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
ers and
the influence
of ownership
corporate
disclosure
could
useinvestors.
the same However,
set of standards
for narrative
reporting diffusion
as well ason
financial
statements.
could
be
related
to
the
increasing
role
of
Italian
capital
markets
and
the
stronger
Following comments received and the project team’s discussions, IASB definedattention
MC in
made
IFRSpsby
as:the regulatory authorities to protect the smaller shareholders after some corporate
scandals
(e.g. Parmalat).
Therefore,
the managers
to monitor
the position,
agency relation“…narrative
report that provides
a context
within whichappear
to interpret
the financial
financial
Legend: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** P<0.001
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performance
andsmall
cash flows
of an entity.
It also provides
management
with in
an the
opportunity
to explain its
ships
with the
shareholders,
providing
extended
information
annual report.
objectives
and
its
strategies
for
achieving
those
objectives.
Users
routinely
use
the
type
of
information
On the other hand, the leverage and profitability were found to be unrelated to provided
the inin
management
commentary
to help them evaluate an entity’s prospects and its general risks, as well as the
dex of disclosure
compliance.
success
of management’s
strategies the
for achieving
its stated objectives
document, variables
included inofannual
Previous
studies consider
level of leverage
as one ofnarrative
the explanatory
correport
and
integrated
with
financial
statements,
whose
aim
is
to
present
the
management’s
the strateporate disclosure. However, the empirical evidences provide mixed results. Inview
ouronstudy,
we
gies of the
the association
financial condition
and the
financial
(IASB,
IFRSps
p. 5).Thereby
found
nocompany,
significant
between
leverage
andperformance.”
the disclosure
of Italian
firms.
The IFRSps
informative
the preparers,
can be
in Italian
context,provides
the firmsantend
to create framework
confidential for
relationships
with that
creditors
anddivided
lendin
two
main
sections:
ers, which are in most cases banks. As indicated in previous studies, additional information
and qualitative
characteristics
of MC;a direct contact with lenders.
could beprinciples,
providedusers
outside
the annual
report, through

the
information
content
of
the
MC.
In accounting studies the investigation of influence of profitability on firm disclosure is
a complex one. With reference to Italy, we found no significant association between profitThe
ability
andprinciples
disclosure. From these results it is possible to suggest that managers feel that
The
MC disclosure
is required
to be in line
the following
principles:
stakeholders,
and in particular
the investors,
arewith
satisfied
with good
performances achieved

to
provide
the
management’s
view
of
the
entity’s
performance,
position
and
and
by firms and they do not require additional information. In this case,progress;
it is expected
that in

to
supplement
and
complement
information
presented
in
the
financial
statements.
times of financial crisis, it is more likely that high profitability firms do not want to communicate detailed information which could generate a negative impact on their competitive
According to these principles, the MC should include:
advantage.
 forward-looking
information;
This
study presents
several limitations. Firstly, despite the controls applied throughout

information
with
the qualitative
characteristics
described in items
the Conceptual
Framework
the content analysis process,
the assessment
of disclosure
inevitably
involves for
theFinansubcial
Reporting.
jective judgment of the coder. Secondly, this study focused on the amount of information
offered by Italian firms, without considering its usefulness for investors, analysts and capital
Despite
different
opinions,
the IASB
has of
alsonon-financial
solved the listed
problem
relating
MC
markets.
Thirdly,
this study
examined
a sample
firms
in Italytosoon
placement,
establishing
that
this
report
is
within
the
boundaries
of
financial
reporting
and,
after the implementation of IFRSps, thus the conclusions cannot be generalized without
therefore,
its users and
qualitative
characteristics
are study
drivencan
by be
theachieved
aim of the
concepfuture
investigations.
Further
developments
of this
bynew
considering
tual
framework
for
financial
reporting.
the following aspects: a larger sample of firms; the consequences of disclosure compliance
withUsers
IASB’s MC; and a longer period of observation.
According to the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the main users of
MC are actual and potential investors, lenders and creditors.
RICCARDO MACCHIONI
Qualitative characteristics
Professore Ordinario di Economia Aziendale
ToUniversità
be aligned
aims of Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the disSeconda
degliwith
Studi the
di Napoli
Dipartimento
di Economia
closure provided
in the MC should possess the fundamental qualitative characteristics of
IUSEPPE
SANNINO
relevance and faithful representation and enhancing characteristics,Gsuch
as comparability,
verifiabilProfessore Straordinario di Economia Aziendale
ity, timeliness and understandability.
Seconda
Università
Content
ofdegli
theStudi
MCdi Napoli
Dipartimento di Economia
IFRSps does not require a detailed scheme or content for the
MC, but indicate the main
GIANLUCA GINESTI
reporting sections which a functional management report should
include.
Assegnista di Ricerca
Thedegli
fiveStudi
key direporting
sections
Università
Napoli “Federico
II” as indicated in IFRSps are reported in the table 1.
Dipartimento di Economia, Management, Istituzioni

Table 1 - IFRSps reporting sections

CARLO DRAGO

Assegnista di Ricerca

A. degli Studi diThe
nature“Federico
of the business
Università
Napoli
II”
B.
Management’s
objectives
and its strategies for meeting those objectives
Dipartimento
di Scienze
Economiche
e Statistiche
C.
The entity’s most significant resources, risks and relationships
D.
The results of operations and prospects
The critical performance measures and indicators that management uses to evaluate the entity’s performance
E.
against stated objectives
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The new1 version
article firms
2428 requires firms to provide a description of the following
Appendix
- List ofofsample
main topics:

1.ACEAGAS
24.CAMPARI
47.KMEGROUP
2.ACQUE
POTABILI
25.CARRARO
48.LA DORIA
1. regulatory and economic environments in which the firm or its subsidiaries
operate;
3.ALERION
26.CLASS
EDITORI0
49.LUXOTTICA
2. review of operations;
4.AMPLIFON
27.DE LONGHI
50.MEDIASET
3. revenues and capital expenditures;
5.ANSALDO STS
28.EDISON
51.NOEMALIFE
4. research and development activities;
6.ANTICHI PELLETTIERI
29.EL.EN.
52.PANARIA GROUP
5. inter-firm relationships;
7.ASTALDI
30.EMAK
53.PIAGGIO
6. the number and nominal value of both own shares and parent firms ones;
8.AUTOGRILL
31.ENERVIT
54.PIERREL
7.
the number and nominal value32.ERG
of own shares, as well as shares of55.PININFARINA
subsidiaries firms bought or
9.AUTOSTRADA TO-MI
transferred
in
the
fiscal
year;
10.AUTOSTRADE
33.ESPRINET
56.POLIGRAFICI EDITORIALI
8. the significant events occurring after
the fiscal year-end closing;
MERIDIONALI
11.BASICNET
57.RENO DE MEDICI
9. corporate governance structure; 34.EUROTECH
12.BASTOGI
35.FIDIA
58.RICHARD GINORI
10. financial instruments;
13.BEGHELLI
36.FIERA MILANO
59.SAIPEM
11. the list of the sub-offices of the firm;
14.BEST
UNION
COMPANY
37.FINMECCANICA
60.SNAI
12. outlook
information;
15.BIALETTI
38.FULLSIX
61.SNAM RETE GAS
13. financial and non-financial performance indicators;
16.BOERO
BARTOLOMEO
39.GREEN
VISION
AMBIENTE
62.SOGEFI
14. risks and uncertainties;
17.BREMBO
40.COIN
63.TELECOM ITALIA
15. environment and employee information
.
18.BRIOSCHI
41.IL SOLE 24 ORE
64.TERNA
19.BUONGIORNO VITAMINIC
42.IMA
Despite the above mentioned initiatives,
Italian preparers still 65.ZIGNAGO
have discretion to choose
20.BUZZI
43.IMMSI
the amount and the type of information to report in the MC. Therefore, in the absence of
21.CAD IT
44.IMPREGILO
detailed
compilation procedures, the
information content of the Italian MC can be consid22.CALEFFI
45.ISAGRO
ered mostly voluntary (QUAGLI, 2004;
GIUNTA and PISANI, 2006).
23.CALTAGIRONE
46.KINEXIA
However, additional information
is required from listed firms, by the Italian Securities

and Exchange Commission (CONSOB). For example, statement nr. 6064293 has a requirement
in the Checklist
MC report:
Appendixto2 include
- Disclosure
 reclassified financial statements adopted to evaluate a firm’s performance;
 the description of atypical or unusualDisclosure
operations items
generated over the years;
Source
 information related to “alternative performance indicators” (for example, EBIT, EBITDA, Net
Financial
position,
CAPEX), which are different from the traditional performance measures. IFRSps
The
nature of
the business
1. InIndustries
in which
the entitycomparability
operates
2009, to
improve

page 12
among Italian firms, the Italian Institute of Accountants
Dottoriposition
Commercialisti
ed Esperti Contabili – CNDCEC) issued
2. (Consiglio
Entity’s main Nazionale
markets and competitive
within those markets
p. 12
a voluntary guidance to support the directors in preparing their MC. The guidance provides
several
recommendations
indications,
especially
relating
to the
settheofmar-disclosure
features of the legal,and
regulatory
and macro-economic
environments
that influence
the new
entity and
p. 12
3. Significant
in which the by
entitythe
operates
whichkets
is required
European Directive n. 51/2003.
In December 2010, IASB completed the project on MC, through the publishing of
4. Entity’s main products and services
non-binding
IFRSps. The issuing of the IASB’s MC guidelines stems from the aim to p.im-12
prove
comparability
all distribution
firms which
5. Entity’s
main businessacross
processes and
methodsapply IAS/IFRS principles, thereby enhancing
p. 12
the usefulness of financial reporting. Thus, since the fiscal year 2010, IAS/IFRS adopters,
6. Entity’s
structure
creates value for narrative reporting as well as financial statements.p. 12
could
use the
sameandsethowofit standards
Following comments received and the project team’s discussions, IASB defined MC in
Management’s
objectives and its strategies for meeting those objectives
IFRSps
as:
provides a context within which to interpret the financial position, financial
7. “…narrative
Management's report
objectivesthat
and strategies
pp. 12-13
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performance and cash flows of an entity. It also provides management with an opportunity to explain its
8. Management's
to achieve
their objectives
andobjectives.
strategies Users routinely use the type of information provided
pp. 12-13
objectives
and its actions
strategies
for achieving
those
in9. management
commentary
help them
evaluate
an and
entity’s
prospects
and its general risks, as wellpp.as12-13
the
Relationship between
objectives,tostrategy,
management
actions
executive
remuneration
success of management’s strategies for achieving its stated objectives narrative document, included in annual
reportThe
andentity’s
integrated
with
financialresources,
statements,risks
whose
is to present the management’s view on the stratemost
significant
andaim
relationships
gies of the company, the financial condition and the financial performance.” (IASB, IFRSps p. 5).
The IFRSps provides an informative framework for the preparers, that can be divided
10.two
Critical
financial
resources available to the entity (e.g. entity’s capital structure, financial arrangements, etc.)
pp. 13-14
in
main
sections:
 principles, users and qualitative characteristics of MC;

the non-financial
informationresources
contentavailable
of the MC.
11. Critical
to the entity (e.g. human and intellectual capital resources, etc.)
pp. 13-14
The principles
The MC disclosure is required to be in line with the following principles:
Entity’s
to provide
management’s
of theoperational)
entity’s performance,
principalthe
(strategic,
commercial,view
financial,
risks exposures position and progress; and
 to supplement and complement information presented in the financial statements.

12. Significant relationships between the entity and main stakeholders

pp. 13-14

13.

pp. 13-14

The results of operations and prospects

14.

According to these principles, the MC should include:
of the results
achieved by the Entities in the financial condition, liquidity and performance during the
Explanation
forward-looking
information;
pp. 14-15
period and its position
 information with the qualitative characteristics described in the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting.

15. Explanation of the main trends, business segments and factors affecting the entity's performance

pp. 14-15

Despite different opinions, the IASB has also solved the problem relating to MC
and analysis of significant
changes
in financial
position,the
liquidity
and performance
withreporting
those
placement,
that this
report
is within
boundaries
of compared
financial
16. Discussionestablishing
pp.and,
14-15
of the previous
period or
periods
therefore,
its users
and
qualitative characteristics are driven by the aim of the new conceptual framework for financial reporting.
17. Discussion of the targets for the financial measure to achieve
pp. 14-15
Users
the forConceptual
of
18. According
Discussion of thetotargets
the non-financialFramework
measure to achievefor Financial Reporting, the main users
pp. 14-15
MC are actual and potential investors, lenders and creditors.
The critical performance
measures and indicators that management uses
Qualitative
characteristics
To be aligned with the aims of Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting, the disperformance
thatshould
are adoptedpossess
by management
to manage business and
to assess progress
closure
provided
in indicators
the MC
the fundamental
qualitative
characteristics
of
pp. 15-16
19. Financial
against its stated objectives
relevance and faithful representation and enhancing characteristics, such as comparability, verifiability, timeliness
andperformance
understandability.
Non-financial
indicators that are adopted by management to manage business and to assess progress
20. Content
pp. 15-16
of objectives
the MC
against its stated
IFRSps does not require a detailed scheme or content for the MC, but indicate the main
21. Comparison
of performance
(both financial
and non financial)
adopted
during the
year to prior periods
pp. 15-16
reporting
sections
whichindicators
a functional
management
report
should
include.
The five key reporting sections as indicated in IFRSps are reported in the table 1.
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